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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá Houghovou transformaćı (HT). HT je nejčastěji použ́ıvána

pro detekci př́ımek nebo křivek, ale byla zobecněna i pro detekci libovolných tvar̊u.

Hlavńı téma této práce jsou parametrizace př́ımek, speciálně PTLM - zobrazeńı

bod̊u na př́ımky. Tyto parametrizace maj́ı tu vlastnost, že bod̊um v obrázku

odpov́ıdaj́ı př́ımky v parametrickém prostoru. Tato práce poskytuje d̊ukazy některých

vlastnost́ı PTLM. Za zmı́nku stoj́ı existence páru PTLM vhodného pro detekci a

efekt konvoluce v obrázku na obsah parametrického prostoru.

V práci jsou prezentovány dvě implementace HT. Obě využ́ıvaj́ı k akceleraci

grafický hardware. Jedna využ́ıvá GPGPU API CUDA a druhá zobrazovaćı API

OpenGL. Jako aplikace detekce př́ımek je uvedena část detekce šachovnicových

marker̊u použitelných pro rozš́ı̌renou realitu.

Abstract
This works focuses on the Hough transform (HT). The HT is mostly used for

the detection of lines or curves, but was also generalized for detection of arbitrary

shapes.

The main theme of this work are line parameterizations, especially the Point-

to-Line mappings. These parameterizations share the property, that a point in the

image maps onto a line in the parameter space. This work presents proofs of some

properties of PTLMs, notably the existence of a practical pair of PTLMs for line

detection and the effect of a convolution in the image space on the contents of the

parameter space.

Two realtime implementations of HT are presented in this work. Both accelerate

HT using graphical hardware. One uses GPGPU API CUDA and the other the

rendering API OpenGL. As an application of the line detection, this work describes

part of the detection of checkerboard marker usable for the augmented reality.

Kĺıčová slova
Houghova transformace, parametrizace př́ımek, GPGPU, hardwarová akcelerace,

rozš́ı̌rená realita

Keywords
Hough transform, line parameterizations, point-to-line mappings, GPGPU, hard-

ware acceleration, augmented reality
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Hough transform (HT) [24] is one of the commonly used algorithms in the field

of computer vision. It is mostly used for detection of lines or curves in an image, but

many other applications are possible. For example, HT can be used as an alternative

to scanning window classifiers [20, 5].

This doctoral thesis focuses on line detection using HT, but it mostly deals with

one aspect of the detection – the parameterization of a straight line. Although the

mathematical desription of a straight line or a line segment is simple and straight-

forward, many radically different parameterizations with various properties exist.

This work examines in detail a subset of line parameterizations – the Point to

Line Mappings (PTLMs). These parameterizations have an interesting property,

that the set of lines that pass through a given point map to a set of points in the

parameter space, that form a straight line. This property can significantly simplify

the Hough transform implementation. Also lines are a common graphical primitive,

so many fast rasterization algorithms exist and comodity GPUs can accelerate line

rasterization.

This work introduces methods usable for fast line detection. The implementa-

tions presented in this thesis achieve realtime detection rates even for full HD input

video.

This work can allow for uses of HT in atypical manners. It examines several

corner cases of the PTLMs. These are probably not useful for some ordinary line
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detection. They however provide some insights and deeper understanding to the

behavior of HT. An example may be the construction of a line parameterization

that is most precise for a specific line orientation.

Also researchers, that want to detect perspectively distorted checkerboard-like

patterns in picture may be interested in this work. The line detection is an important

part of the detection of checkerboard patterns. This work also sketches out the basic

principles of the detection of a projected chckerboard. With my colleagues, we are

bulding on these principles and we are developing algorithms for fast and reliable

detection of chessboard-like structures.[29, 55]

1.1 Structure of the Text

Chapter 2 describes the HT from a teoretical point of view. It presents the ter-

minology and notation that will be used in the rest of the work. It contains the

definition and the structure of the Hough transfrom and a short survey of vari-

ous HT modifications. The rest of the chapter presents the HT mathematically as

an integral transform and explores the relationship with other important integral

transform such as the Fourier or Radon transform.

Chapter 3 examines various line parameterizations that were used for the line

detection using HT. Various similar parameterizations are grouped together. This

chapter points out some similarities between parameterizations that are not easily

noticeable (see γ − ω parameterization in section 3.3). A selected subset of the

parameterizations is compared in terms of accuracy.

Chapter 4 is more theoretically oriented and analyses in detail a subset of line

parameterizations - the Point-to-Line-Mappings. The existence and usability of

those parameterizations is examined. This chapter also deals with the effect of

convolution in the image space on the contents of the parameter space. This chapter

provides the main contribution of this dissertation.

Chapter 5 provides a more high level context for this work. While the rest of

this work focuses solely on the line detection, chapter 5 describes its usage for the

detection of rectangular grids and checkerboard-like patterns in the image. This
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chapter provides a mathematical description of a rectangular grid viewed by a pin-

hole camera in both image and the HT parameter space.

Chapter 6 presents two possible implementation of HT by using comodity graph-

ical hardware. The first implementation uses the rendering API OpenGL and the

other is implemented using GPGPU API CUDA. The performance of these imple-

mentations is measured on a variety of graphical cards and the results are compared

and analysed.

1.2 Summary of Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation lie in chapters 4–6 and sections 3.6 and 3.7 of

chapter 3. The contributions are :

• PClines - a line parameterization based on parallel coordinates. This parame-

terization has some interesting properties such as 100% usage of the parameter

space(for square images), or simpler rasterization to the parameter space. Ac-

cording to Bailey [2], this parameterization is also very suitable for hardware

acceleration.

• Comparison of most important line parameterizations in terms of precision.

Three parameterizations were compared (m-b, θ-̺ and PClines) and the PClines

seem to be the most precise.

• Proofs of properties of Point-to-Line-Mappings that are important for line

detection. This extends the work of Bhattacharya et al. [7]. The properties

of practically usable PTLMs are examined. When viewed as PTLMs, the m-b

and γ-ω parameterizations unify to one and the similarities with PClines are

also clear. For a subset of PTLMs, it is possible to transform a 2D convolution

in an image space to a 1D convolution in the parameter space. The conditions

and the transformation are examined.

• Implementation and evaluation of hardware accelerated HT using graphical

hardware. Although HT is computationally expensive, common graphical
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hardware allows to perform the detection in realtime even in full HD images.

• Description of perspectively distorted rectangular grids and their detection

using HT. The detection of marker fields [55, 29] is based on this description.
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Chapter 2

Hough Transform

This chapter will describe the basic structure of the HT, the most important modi-

fications and its relation to important integral transforms. The exact line parame-

terizations are left out for Chapter 3.

2.1 Hough Transform Structure

The Hough Transform (HT) [30] is sometimes understood not as a specific algorithm

for object detection but as a wide class of algorithms that share a common structure.

Princen et al. [46] formalized HT as a hypothesis testing process. The structure of

HT when described as generically as possible is:

I. Some evidence is extracted from the input.

II. For each piece of the evidence, accumulators corresponding to the hypotheses

that are supported by that evidence are incremented. Possible hypotheses are

represented by an N-dimensional parameter space of accumulators.

III. Probable hypotheses are detected as peaks in the parameter space.

When the Hough transform is used to detect objects in a raster image, the

evidence can consist of edge or corner points, or some kind of local features. The

extracted evidence can be processed completely, or subsampled in a particular way.
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The dimensionality of the parameter space is determined by the number of de-

grees of freedom (DoF) of the hypotheses. The parameter space can be – in the

most straightforward manner – represented as an N-dimensional array. The size

of the array is determined by the size of the interesting portion of the parameter

space and the required precision. This representation quickly becomes impractical,

as the number of DoF increases due to the memory requirements. Alternatively, the

parameter space can be represented by a linked list or another sparse representation

[38].

The accumulation of the evidence can be also viewed as voting. Usually, one

piece of evidence affects many hypotheses but only a small portion of the parameter

space. The accumulator for each hypothesis is usually (and in the original Hough’s

form of the transformation) integer, i.e. each piece of the evidence either does or

does not support a given hypothesis. However, several variations of HT use fractional

accumulators, so that the hypotheses can be supported only partially. Such methods

model the parameter space by fuzzy [22] or probabilistic [53] ways or perform some

sort of antialiasing [35].

2.2 Implicit Curve Detection

HT is typically used for detecting curves with an analytical description. In that

case, the evidence are edge points detected in the input raster image. Such edge

points can typically be detected by gradient operators such as Sobel or Prewitt. The

hypotheses are the possible curves of a given class in the image. For example, a line

has two and a circle three degrees of freedom in a 2D space, so the parameter space

will be two or three dimensional.

If a family of curves in 2D space is specified by an implicit function

f(x, y, p1, · · · , pN ) = 0, (2.1)

where x and y are the image space coordinates and values p1, · · · , pN the parameter

space coordinates. A point (x, y) that lies on a curve specifies a portion of the
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parameter space that describes all curves passing through this point. The parameter

space coordinates and their mapping to the curve specify the parameterization of the

curve. Curves typically have many possible parameterizations. It is always possible

to use a different basis if the curve parameters form a vector space, but often, many

parameterizations fundamentally different in their nature are usable. Algorithm 1

describes the detection of a curve specified by Equation (2.1).

Algorithm 1 Implicit curve detection by Hough Transform.

Require: Input image I, size of parameter space H
Ensure: Detected curves C

PI = {(x, y) | (x, y) are coordinates of a pixel in I}
PH = {(p1, · · · , pN ) | (p1, · · · , pN ) are coordinates in H}
H(x)← 0,∀x ∈ PH

for all x ∈ PI do

if at x is an edge in I then

for all {p ∈ PH | f(x, p) = 0} do
H(p)← H(p) + 1

end for

end if

end for

C = {p ∈ PH | p is the position of a peak in H}

In many cases, the edge points are detected by a detector that can estimate

the edge orientation (e.g. the Sobel operator). The edge orientation can then be

used to reduce the amount of curves that are plausible for the given edge point.

Only the accumulators for curves whose tangent direction is close to the direction

of the detected edge are incremented. This technique was used by O’Gorman and

Clowes [45] to speed up line detection, but it can be used for a wider variety of curves.

Various fast HT implementations described in chapter 6 utilize this technique for

speeding up the accumulation process.

Shapes that do not have a simple analytical description can be detected by using

the Generalized Hough Transform by Ballard [3]. In GHT, the object is not described

by an equation but by a set of contour elements (edge points). Each contour element

is described by its position with respect to the object reference point and the edge

orientation.

The parameter space for GHT has a dimension from two to four (object position,
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orientation and scale), but the representation of the detected object is complex even

for simple shapes. The description of the detected shapes can be improved by using

random forests [20].

2.3 Variants of Hough Transform

This section lists some of the important modification of the Hough transform. The

modifications were selected to illustrate the possibilities of the improvements of HT.

I tried to select one or two of the most commonly known examples of each principle.

The list is not meant to be complete. For a more exhaustive list, please refer to

chapter 3 of our book [28] that extends the list of HT variants from the work of

Kälviäinen et al. [38].

Two basic categories of HT variants are probabilistic and nonprobabilistic. The

probabilism of those methods does not refer to probabilistic modeling of accumula-

tors, but to probabilistic selection of evidence or hypotheses. Perhaps randomized

would be a better term, but to keep consistency with Kälviäinen, the term proba-

bilistic was used.

Nonprobabilistic Variants

The typical example of nonprobabilistic methods is the Standard Hough Transform

(SHT) [30, 15]. It is the original method that was discussed in the previous sections.

Two methods that reduce the memory requirements of SHT are Fast Hough

Transform (FHT) by Li et al. [39] and Adaptive Hough Transform (AHT) by Illing-

worth and Kittler [31]. Both methods hierarchically subdivide the parameter space

into hypercubes and only the hypercubes with a sufficient number of votes are ac-

cumulated with higher resolution and processed further.

Kiryati and Bruckstein improved the accuracy, especially for low nuber of edge

points, by Antialising the Hough Transform (AnHT) [35]. They have proven that

simple accumulation suffers from aliasing due to unlimited spectrum. Kiryati and

Bruckstein presented a modified accumulation that takes the sampling theorem into

account. Another method that is based on smoothing of the parameter space is the
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Fuzzy Hough Transform (FzHT) by Han [22]. This method models edge points as

fuzzy sets and smoothens the parameter space by 1D convolution.

Contrary to FHT and AHT, the Hierarchical Hough Transform (HHT) by Prin-

cen [47] is based on subdivision of the input image. The lines are detected separately

in each tile of the input image. These tiles form a bottom level of a pyramid, so

the detected lines are grouped and merged to longer line segments in subsequent

steps. An other variation of the subdivision principle is the Multiresolution Hough

Transform (MRHT) by Atiquzzaman [1].

Stephens [53] has shown the relationship between the HT and the Maximum

Likelihood estimation. This method is known as the Probabilistic Hough Transform

(PHT), although it belongs to nonprobabilistic methods (in the terms of the sam-

pling of the evidence and hypotheses). Contrary to the other methods, the parameter

space in PHT is continuous. A newer modification that models the hypotheses in a

probabilistic manner is the Statistical Hough Transform (StHT) by Dahyot [8].

Many method do accumulate only to a subset of accumulators or somehow sample

the detected edge points. A majority of these methods is probabilistic, but some

nonprobabilistic also exist.

The first method that modifies much lower number of accumulators than the

SHT is probably the Combinatorial Hough Transform (CHT) by Ben-Tzvi [6]. This

methods accumulates only one point for every pair of edge pixels and it is suitable

for sparse images. Similarly the Curve Fitting Hough Transform (CFHT) by Liang

[40] accumulates only one point but assumes the curve parameter from local neigh-

borhood of an edge pixel. Both methods do not require the parameter space to be

represented as an array and have much lower memory requirements by using linked

lists.

Sampling of the edge points is done by methods such as the Sampling Hough

Transform (SaHT) [48] that evaluates only one pixel of a 3×3 subregion. The input

image is accessed even sparser by the Gridding Hough Transform (GrHT) by Yu

[63]. The edge points are detected only on lines of a regular grid. Therefore, this

method is suitable only for sufficiently long lines.
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Probabilistic Variants

The basic probabilistic method is the Randomized Hough Transform (RHT) by Xu et

al. [62]. This method randomly selects n points from the input image and calculates

the curve (with n DoF) parameters. These points are accumulated into the param-

eter space until a sufficient maximum is found. Then the corresponding edge points

are removed from the input image and the process is repeated to detect subsequent

lines. Other probabilistic methods are futher refinements of this principle.

The Windowed RHT (WRHT) and Random Window RHT (RWRHT) were pre-

sented by Kälviäinen et al. [21]. Both methods randomly select the edge points

only in a small window, so the probablity that the points belong to the same line is

increased. The RWRHT is a part of the Mean Shift Hough Transform (MSHT) by

Bandera [4]; it uses mean shift clustering to find maxima in the parameter space.

An extension of the RHT, called the Connective RHT (CRHT) [37] better utilizes

local information than the original RHT. In the CRHT, a random region with edge

point in the center is picked randomly and a line is fitted to the points that are

connected with the center point.

Other methods select different numbers of points than the curve DoFs. The

N -Point Hough Transform (NPHT) by Mochizuki et al. [42] samples aditional

points on the fitted curve to avoid accumulation of meaningless curves. The Monte

Carlo Hough Transform (MCHT) by Shvaytser [51] selects 1 to n edge points and

accumulates a curve or a point to the parameter space.

Walsh generalized various probabilistic HT methods as the Importance Sampling

Hough Transform (ISHT) [61]. The algorithm uses two distributions: an importance

sampling distribution and a target distribution. This method provides a framework

in which many other probabilistic methods can be understood.
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2.4 Relationship with Integral Transforms

When HT is used for detection of objects described by implicit equation

o(x,p) = 0, x ∈ R
N , p ∈ R

M , (2.2)

where x is a point in the N -dimensional input space (i.e. a pixel position) and p is a

point in the M -dimensionan parameter space (i.e. a hypothesis), the accumulation

can be viewed as an integral transform

H[f ](p) =
∫

RN

δ(o(x,p))f(x)dx, (2.3)

which is in fact a curve integral represented using the Dirac δ function. The function

f is the
”
edgeness“ (e.g. a response of the edge detector). This integral transform

can be in the programmers view imagined as
”
scanning“ the input space for every

possible parameter space position p. This can be imagined as accumulation one

hypothesis at a time, contrary to one piece of evidence at a time done by the HT.

This implies that Hough and integral transforms are differently discretized, but

some properties of integral transform are applicable to HT. Two transforms will be

examined further (For proofs see [43]).

The Radon transform in an N dimensional space transforms a function f : RN →

R onto its integrals over the hyperplanes. A point p lies on a hyperplane (n, ̺) iff

(if and only if) p · n = ̺. The hyperplane is perpendicular to its normal vector

n ∈ SN−1 that belongs to an unit sphere. The value ̺ ∈ R is the signed distance of

the hyperplane from the origin. In literature [43] (or at Wikipedia), s is often used

instead of ̺.1 Three different notations can be used :

RN [f ](n, ̺) =

∫

RN

δ(x · n− ̺)f(x)dx

=

∫

x·n=̺

f(x)dx

=

∫

n⊥

f(̺n+ x)dx

(2.4)

1I use ̺ to point out the relationship to the well known θ-̺ parameterization (see section 3.3).
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The function f must vanish outside of some area around origin. Otherwise, the

value of line integrals would be infinite.

The notation v⊥ denotes a vector subspace perpendicular to v, i.e.

x ∈ v⊥ ⇐⇒ x · v = 0.

Deans [9] examined the relation between Hough and Radon transform. He fo-

cused on objects, commonly found in raster images – a square pixel, line segment

and a generic curve.

The X-Ray transform in an N dimensional space transforms the function f onto

line integrals. A line is specified either by two points (p0,p1) or by a point p and a

direction vector v, where v ∈ SN−1 and p ∈ v⊥.

PN [f ](p,v) =

∫ ∞

−∞
f(p+ tv)dt (2.5)

When the line is represented by a bivector in GN+1 and with a slight abuse of the

Dirac δ, the expression has the form of equation (2.3)

PN [f ](p0,p1) =

∫

RN

δ(x ∧ p0 ∧ p1)f(x)dx, (2.6)

where ∧ denotes the outer product from the geometric algebra, not the ordinary

conjunction. This line representation is a generalization of the Plücker coordinates

[12].

Because lines and hyperplanes are identical in two dimensions, both transforms

are identical in 2D, so the rest of this work will mostly use the Radon Transform.

The Radon transform of a rectangular pixel is equal to the length of the line

that intersects the pixel area [9] (multiplied by the pixel value). This can be used

for antialiased rasterization in the parameter space. Calculation of the length of the

intersection of a line and a rectangular pixel is very similar to the clipping operation

[52] and is not trivial. Modelling pixels as rotationally symmetric primitives is

simpler. The relation of the Radon transform to the Fourier transform can be used
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for this purpose.

Relationship of Radon and Fourier Transforms

The Radon transform is closely related to Fourier transform by Projection-Slice

Theorem. One and N dimensional versions of the Fourier transform are

F1[f ](ξ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x)e−2πixξdx, (2.7)

FN [f ](w) =

∫

RN

f(x)e−2πi(x·w)dx. (2.8)

The Radon transform is the projection from the Projection-Slice Theorem. One

dimensional Fourier transform of the Radon transform is equal to a slice of the

N dimensional Fourier transform along the direction specified by the hyperplane

normal vector. Notation

RN [f ](n, ̺) = RN
n [f ](̺) (2.9)

will be used. The relation between Radon and Fourier transform is then

F1[RN
n [f ]](ξ) = FN [f ](ξn). (2.10)

The X-Ray transform can be used similarly as

FN−1[PN
v [f ]](p) = FN [f ](p). (2.11)

Relationship of Radon Transform and Convolution

When the function f is convolved with a function g, the convolution is equivalent

to multiplication in the spectral domain:

FN [f ∗ g](w) = FN [f ](w)FN [g](w). (2.12)

Using equation (2.10), the slice of the Radon transform of the convolved image is

F1[RN
n [f ∗ g]](ξ) = F1[RN

n [f ]](ξ)F1[RN
n [g]](ξ) = F1[RN

n [f ] ∗ RN
n [g]](ξ), (2.13)
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which is equivalent to

RN
n [f ∗ g](̺) = (RN

n [f ] ∗ RN
n [g])(̺). (2.14)

The proof can be found in [43]. It can be used not only for image filtering, but it

also generalizes the technique Han et. al. [22] used for calculation of the α-cut in the

Fuzzy Hough Transform.

2D convolution in the image space can be converted to 1D convolution in the

parameter space. Details vary between parameterizations and not every one allows

this. Details for each parameterization will be presented in Chapter 3. Moving the

filtering from the image to the parameter space can be beneficial not only because

of the lower computational cost. Some filtering methods can for example interfere

with the edge detection.

In the case of the X-Ray transform, the convolution can be transformed similarly

as

PN
v [f ∗ g](p) = (PN

v [f ] ∗ PN
v [g])(p), (2.15)

but detection of lines in 3D is outside of the scope of this work, so it is mentioned

only for completeness.

2.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter described the structure of the Hough transform mainly for the curve

detection. Some important modifications of HT were discussed.

One part of this chapter dealt with the similarity of HT with an integral trans-

form. The importance of the Radon and Fourier transform to the line detection

using Hough transform was examined.

The following chapter will focus solely on the line detection. It will review many

line parameterizations that are used during the line detection.
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Chapter 3

Line Parameterizations

Chapter 2 described the structure of the line detection by the Hough transform, but

it skipped the exact line parameterizations. These will be discussed in this chapter.

A large number of line parameterizations exist. They have different performance

characteristics and memory requirements for the parameter space. This chapter

contains a comparison of those parameterizations and serves as a list of examples

for the theoretical generalization in the following chapter.

At the end of this chapter is one of the contributuions of this thesis – the PClines

line parameterization.

3.1 Mathematics and Conventions

The image and the parameter space will be represented as 2D Euclidean planes

(R2). To deal with points at infinity, the real projective plane with homogeneous

coordinates (RP2)1 will be used.

In RP2, the points will be represented as column vectors p = (x, y, w)T , that

correspond to points (x/w, y/w)T ∈ R
2. At least one element of p must be nonzero.

Multiplication with a nonzero constant does not change the point. Points with w = 0

are called ideal and lie in infinity. Transformation from different representations to

the homogeneous coordinates will be written as p(params).

1The notation is taken from http://mathworld.wolfram.com/RealProjectivePlane.html
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Lines in RP2 will be represented by column vectors l = (a, b, c)T , with at least

one nonzero component. As with points, multiplication by nonzero constant does

not change the line. The line in infinity with a = b = 0 is called ideal and contains

all ideal points.

Lines specified by other means than homogeneous coordinates, or when the pre-

cise specification is not needed, will be denoted as ℓi. When combined, the homo-

geneous coordinates li will always belong to the line ℓi to avoid possible confusion.

The transposition of the vectors will be omitted in cases when no danger of

confusion exists. When necessary, points and lines in RP2 will be distinguished by

a subscript. The same will be done for a set of points or lines, i.e. (x, y, w)p ∈ RP2
p

and (a, b, c)l ∈ RP2
l .

A point p lies on a line l iff l · p = 0. Line l passing through points p1 and p2

is calculated by cross product as l = p1 × p2 and the intersection p of lines l1 and

l2 as p = l1 × l2 respectively. The relation between points and lines that specifies

whether a given point lies on a given line is called incidence relation.

Collinear points (i.e. points lying on a common line) have

∣

∣

∣p1 p2 p3

∣

∣

∣
= 0, (3.1)

and similarly concurrent lines (i.e. lines passing through a common point) have

∣

∣

∣l1 l2 l3

∣

∣

∣ = 0. (3.2)

Because a determinant of a matrix can be written in terms of vector products of its

columns (or rows) as
∣

∣

∣c1 c2 c3

∣

∣

∣
= c1 · (c2 × c3), (3.3)

the previous equations check, whether the third point (line) lies on a line (intersects

a point) specified by the remaining two points (lines).

The similarity between the equations for points and lines is the result of the

point-hyperplane duality. The dual space to some projective space is a space that
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has points and lines exchanged, but the incidence remains. The mapping between

those two spaces is called a duality. The real projective space is self dual (i.e. the

dual space of RP2 is RP2 too). However, the equations above are so simple only

in the two-dimensional case, because the cross product does not exist in spaces

with higher dimension. It can be extended for N dimensional space by use of the

geometric algebra GN+1 [12], but it it outside of the scope of this text.

Every line parameterization can be viewed as a pair of functions

f : RP2
p → RP2

p → R, (point to curve) (3.4a)

f ′ : RP2
p → RP2

l . (point to line) (3.4b)

The function f maps an edge point from the image space onto a curve (defined by

implicit function f(x) = 0) of possible lines in the parameter space and the function

f ′ maps point in the parameter space onto a line in the image space. This notation

should not be mistaken with the derivative of f . I do not use the notation f ′ for the

derivative anywhere in this text.

Usually, functions (3.4) are bijective, or can be viewed as bijective for practical

purposes. Some parameterizations are almost bijective except for a few points. In

this case, a second parameter space is usually necessary.

In case the rasterized curve is a line, the equation (3.4a) becomes also

f : RP2
p → RP2

l . (3.5)

Parameterizations with this property are called Point-to-Line Mappings and are the

main theme of Chapter 4.

For the sake of simplicity and without sacrificing generality in the rest of this

section, the size of the rectangular input image will be not used directly, except for a

few cases. A region R of the image space bounded by a circle with radius r, centered

at the origin, will be used instead.

R =
{

p ∈ R
2
∣

∣ ‖p‖ <= r
}

, for some r ∈ R
+. (3.6)
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Figure 3.1: abc-space of lines with example lines. All points on a line through the
origin express the same line in RP2. Lines in the a − b plane such as l1 represent
lines through the origin, contrary to lines such as l2. The ideal line lies on the c
axis.

For any complicated region of the image plane, the circumcircle can be found and

then translated to the origin. This translation is commonly done by Hough transform

implementations2 anyway, because it leads to a better utilization of the parameter

space in the case of the commonly used parameterizations (such as the θ-̺ [15]).

Homogeneous coordinates of all lines in RP2 can be viewed as a 3D space without

an origin (R3 \ 0) that will be called abc-space. This space is centrally symmetric

with respect to the origin, and all points that lie on a single line through the origin

represent the same line. Figure 3.1 shows this space with some example lines. This

space is useful for vizualization of some proofs.

3.2 Slope-Intercept Parameterization

Hough’s US Patent 3,069,654 [30] is commonly cited reference in the papers about

the Hough transform, although it is completely unrelated to the computer science.

The principles used in all variations of Hough transform are based on his method of

line detection. This line detection method uses slope-intercept line parametrization,

but the exact line equation is not mentioned in the patent itself. The patent describes

2The OpenCV library (http://opencv.willowgarage.com) is a well known example.
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circuits for line detection by using an oscilloscope.

Commonly, the slope-intercept line equation has the form

y = mx+ b, (3.7)

but the method used in the Hough’s patent corresponds to the parameterization

x = my + b. (3.8)

In this parameterization, parameters of all lines that pass through a specified

point form a line in the parameter space; thus it is a point-to-line mapping (PTLM).

As for every PTLM, parameters of some lines lie in infinity and therefor the param-

eter space is infinite. Hough was aware of this problem [24]. Duda and Hart [15]

pointed this out and proposed a bounded parameterization. Later Bhattacharya et.

al. [7] proved that every PTLM maps some lines to infinity. For line equation (3.7),

vertical lines have m =∞ and horizontal lines behave similarly in equation (3.8).

To detect every possible line orientation, both parameterizations must be used at

the same time. Every line through a bounded region R has an image m ∈ [−1, 1] and

b ∈
[

−r
√
2, r
√
2
]

in the parameter space for either equation (3.7) or (3.8). Actually,

lines with m = ±1 lie in both spaces as they can be attached to each other side by

side. Figure 3.2 shows an example of both parameter spaces.

The functions f and f ′ (equation (3.4)) can be both expressed by a multiplication

by the same 3× 3 matrix. For equation (3.7), them matrix form is

f(x) = f ′(x) =













1 0 0

0 0 1

0 −1 0













x, (3.9)
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Figure 3.2: Hough transform using the slope-intercept parameterizations of a line.
The forms are y = mx+ b and x = ky + q. Left: input image; right: corresponding
Hough space.

and for equation (3.8)

f(x) = f ′(x) =













0 1 0

0 0 1

−1 0 0













x. (3.10)

The slope–intercept parameterization is one of the parameterizations that allows

for moving the image convolution to the parameter space as shown in section 2.4.

Contrary to equation (2.14), scaling of the result or the kernel is necessary.

Hm[f ∗ g](b) = 1√
1 +m2

(Hm[f ] ∗ Hm[g])(b) (3.11)

Third Parameter Space for the Representation of Complete Image

Plane

Although two slope-intercept parameterizations can be used for detection in any

bounded region, the ideal line still lies at infinity in both of them. This limits ap-

plications such as cascading the Hough transform to detect vanishing points and

horizon lines. Tuytelaars et. al. [58] slightly modified the two equations for the

slope-intercept parameterizations and added a third one. This allowed cascading
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the Hough transform for applications such as vanishing point detection [57] in in-

terpretation of aerial images [56].

The three parameter spaces are based on equations

ax+ y + bw = 0, (3.12a)

x+ ay + bw = 0, (3.12b)

ax+ by + w = 0. (3.12c)

It should be noted, that the first two are very similar to equations (3.7) and (3.8)

of the classical slope-intercept parameterization. When a parameterization of lines

in the whole image plane is not required, first two equations are sufficient.

As for the previous slope-intercept parameterization, all lines through a bounded

region R have parametersm ∈ [−1, 1] and b ∈
[

−r
√
2, r
√
2
]

for eiter equation (3.12a)

or (3.12b). Parameters of all lines in RP2 have m ∈ [−1, 1] and b ∈ [−1, 1] in at

least one of equations (3.12).

As for the equtions (3.7) and (3.8), the transformation can be also expressed by

a matrix multiplication. The matrices for equations (3.12) are













1 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

























0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0

























0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1













. (3.13)

3.3 Polar Coordinates

Duda and Hart [15] pointed out the problem with the unbounded parameter space

of the slope-intercept parameterization and proposed another form based on the

angle θ of the line normal vector and the distance ̺ of the line from the origin. It is

expressed by equation

̺ = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ). (3.14)

The vector (cos(θ), sin(θ)) is the normal vector of the line. Contrary to the slope-

intercept parameterizations, θ-̺ is not a PTLM. The voting curve is a sinusoid as
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shown by figure 3.3.
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l

ρ

θ
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C

Figure 3.3: Hough transform using the θ–̺ parameterization of lines. Left: input
bounded space with three collinear points; right: corresponding parameter space
with three sinusoid curves intersecting at the image of the line.

The θ-̺ parameterization is a cylindrical coordinate system in the abc-space

with the radius of the cylinder being 1. Every line through the origin intersects

this cylinder in two points. Because the abc space is centrally symmetric, these two

points represent the same line. This results in equivalence

ℓ(θ, ̺) ≡ ℓ(θ + π,−̺), (3.15)

that implies

ℓ(θ, ̺) ≡ ℓ(θ + 2π, ̺). (3.16)

The important property of the θ-̺ parameterization is that the parameters of

all lines that pass through a bounded region lie also in a bounded region. All lines

that pass through the bounded region R have their parameters in the interval

θ ∈ [k, k + π[ , k ∈ R, (3.17a)

̺ ∈ [−r, r] . (3.17b)
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Alternatively, because of the equivalency (3.15), the interval

θ ∈ [k, k + 2π[, k ∈ R, (3.18a)

̺ ∈ [0, r] (3.18b)

is also possible. The implementations usually use the boundary (3.17), because

then the rasterization can be done without boundary checking (the curves for image

points never intersect the lines ̺ = ±r).

The accumulation process is more complicated, compared to the slope-intercept

parameterizations, because it requires rasterization of (co)sinusoid curves. Equa-

tion (3.14) can be transformed to

̺ =
√

x2 + y2 sin

(

θ + arctan

(

x

y

))

. (3.19)

This equation shows some properties of the curve. Because
√

x2 + y2 <= r for every

image point, the curve never crosses the lines ̺ = ±r. However, equation (3.14) is

more suitable for implementation. When the parameter space is discretized, the

values of sin(θ) and cos(θ) can be precomputed and stored and no goniometric

calculation is necessary for rasterization. This is not possible for equation (3.19).

For the θ–̺ parameterization, equation (2.14) can be used without any modifi-

cation. Therefore, an image convolution (filtering) can be done by a 1D convolution

of the Hough space of image f with kernel g as

Hθ[f ∗ g](̺) = (Hθ[f ] ∗ Hθ[g])(̺). (3.20)

Lines in the θ-̺ space

Only two kinds of points have the property that images of lines passing through

them lie on a straight line in the parameter space. I examined these lines in my

paper [27].

The first class of such points are the ideal points at infinity. An ideal point

(x, y, 0) corresponds to a line (or precisely to a set of parallel equidistant lines due
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to the periodicity of the θ-̺ space)

θ = − arctan

(

x

y

)

+ kπ, k ∈ Z. (3.21)

The other point is the origin. Images of lines that pass through the origin lie on

a line

̺ = 0, (3.22)

which is the θ axis. Equation (3.22) is the special case of

̺ = c, for some c ∈ R. (3.23)

These are all the lines, that are tangent to a circle with radius c and the centre in

the origin. The origin is a specific case of such a circle, because every point can be

viewed as a circle with zero radius.

When the vanishing point is far enough from the origin, the sinusoid curve is

“linear enough” for practical purposes. However, the sinusoid curve can be approx-

imated by an infinite number of different lines. Let us now focus on a line that is

tangent to the sinusoid curve in its intersection with the θ axis.

There is exactly one intersection with the θ axis in the interval [k, k + π[, for

some k ∈ R, where the intersection point θ0 is calculated by equation (3.21). By

using the Taylor series for line approximation and error boundary estimation in

[0, π[:

̺ = ±
√

x2 + y2(θ − θ0)∓ ε, (3.24)

ε ≤
√

x2 + y2(θ − θ0)
3

6
. (3.25)

Equation (3.24) implies that the relative approximation error is not dependent

on the absolute position of the vanishing point. Figure 3.4 shows the linear approx-

imation and the correct sine curve without the
√

x2 + y2 term.

For a bounded region with radius r in the image space, the shape of curves in
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Figure 3.4: Linear approximation of the image of a vanishing point by the first
element of the Taylor series, compared to the correct curve. The sinusoid curve is
almost linear, when the vanishing point is far from the image boundaries.

Figure 3.4 corresponds to the situation when the vanishing point lies on the bounding

circle. Figure 3.4 also describes the situation when the vanishing point (x, y) moves

away from the bounded region. In that case, the bounded region corresponds to

interval

[−r, r]
√

x2 + y2
(3.26)

in the relative ̺ axis. When the vanishing point is moved away from the bounded

region, its linear approximation becomes more precise in the result.

Because of the θ-̺ space periodicity, only a portion of the space that is π wide

in the θ axis is commonly stored. Figure 3.5 shows the situation when the θ0 (the

intersection with θ axis) approaches the borders of this stored interval. Contrary to

the correct curve, the linear approximation is not periodic. The distance between

two intersections of the point image and the θ axis is π. Due to this periodicity,

the correct image of the vanishing point will be split into two parts in the stored

part of the parameter space. When vanishing points are detected as lines in the θ-̺

space, one vanishing point is represented by two diametrically different lines and,

therefore, it can be found twice or not at all.
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Figure 3.5: The image of a vanishing point, split due to the periodicity of the θ-̺
space. Both parts are almost linear and can lead to multiple detection of a vanishing
point.

Moving the vanishing point away from the image region shrinks the interval

where the duplication happens. For a region with radius r around the origin, the

image of a vanishing point with distance d from the origin will be split when the

distance of θ0 from the border of the stored portion of the parameter space is less

than

arcsin
( r

d

)

. (3.27)

The duplication cannot be eliminated entirely, because the interval where the image

splits is zero only for ideal points. However it can be minimized to a reasonably

small interval.

When the vanishing point is localized by RANSAC, mean square error fitting

or similar methods, the distribution of ̺ values of lines around the vanishing point

can influence the location of the linear approximation. Figure 3.6 shows that even

if the image of a vanishing point is almost linear, the fitted line can be significantly

different from the correct curve. The slope of the fitted line can vary in interval

[
√

1− r2

d2
, 1

]

, (3.28)
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so moving the vanishing point away minimizes this error, too.
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Figure 3.6: A line fitted to a small subset of the almost linear curve representing a
vanishing point can be significantly different from the correct curve.

θ-̺ bias and θ-γ modification

Wada and Matsuyama [59] showed that the θ-̺ parameterization has an inherent bias

caused by the fact that the spacing of parallel lines in raster images is dependent on

their angle. This bias is visible as peaks in the parameter space, when the parameter

space is built for an image with an edge at every pixel. Figure 3.7 (left) shows such

a parameter space.

To remove this bias, Wada and Matsuyama introduced θ-γ parametrization with

nonuniform sampling of ̺. The equation (3.14) is modified to

γ =
̺

δ
=

x cos(θ) + y sin(θ)

max(| cos(θ)|, | sin(θ)|) . (3.29)

Parameter δ is the minimal distance between two parallel lines that do not overlap

when rasterized.

This modification removes the bias and the peaks. However, the accumulation

speed is not affected, because the scaling of ̺ can be embedded into the sin-cos
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Figure 3.7: Parameter spaces for an image with an edge in every pixel. (Left) θ-̺
parameterization; (Right) θ-γ parameterization. Peaks are caused by the bias of the
θ-̺ parametrization.

lookup table. Figure 3.7 (right) shows the modified parameter space for an image of

all edges. For the image bounded by region R, the parameter γ ∈
[

−r
√
2, r
√
2
]

, so

the parameter space requires roughly 50% more memory and contains larger empty

portions. This is also visible from the amount of empty area in Figure 3.7.

γ-ω Parameterization as Point-to-Line Mapping

Wada and Matsuyama [59] further modified the θ-γ parametrization, so the voting

curve becomes a pair of straight lines. For some parameter α, the voting curve for

an edge point (x, y) is

γ(x, y, ω) =















αωy + x if ω ∈
[

− 1
α
, 1
α

[

(2− αω)x+ y if ω ∈
[

1
α
, 3
α

[

(3.30)

When the second line is translated to the origin, this parametrization becomes

a PTLM pair with matrices













0 α 0

0 0 −1

1 0 0













,













−α 0 0

0 0 −1

0 1 0













. (3.31)

Although the equation (3.30) is not so clear, the matrices clearly reveal that the θ-

γ parameterization is a generalization of the slope-intercept parameterization from
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section 3.2. This also shows that the Hough’s and Tuytelaar’s parameterizations do

not suffer from the rasterization bias and do not produce the peaks in the parameter

space.

This parameterization is also a generalization of the natural parameterization by

Svalbe [54]. The natural parameterization is based on representation of a meaningful

subset of all possible lines in a discrete image.

Spherical Coordinates

By using spherical coordinates in the abc-space, it is possible to parametrize all

lines in RP2 with a bounded parameter space. Many conventions for spherical

coordinates exist. The longitude-lattitude pair seems to be the most similar to θ-̺.

In this convention, a line is parameterized by a longitude θ and a lattitude φ, so for

every point on such a line

x cos(θ) cos(φ) + y sin(θ) cos(φ) + w sin(φ) = 0. (3.32)

This parametrization is usable for applications such as the vanishing point detection,

but impractical for “normal” line detection.

3.4 Circle Transform

The circle parameterization [49, 41] uses the normal equation of the line

x cos(θ) + y sin(θ) = ̺, (3.33)

but uses it slightly differently than the θ-̺ parameterization. The image of a line is

a point

(̺ cos(θ), ̺ sin(θ)) (3.34)

in the parameter space. It is based on the fact that a point on a line that is closest

to the origin fully characterizes the line. This point can be also constructed as the

intersection of the line and a perpendicular line that passes throught the origin.
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All lines that pass through a point pi = (xi, yi) in the image space form a circle

(

x− xi
2

)2
+

(

y − yi
2

)2
=
‖pi‖
2

=

√

x2i + y2i

2
, (3.35)

in the parameter space as shown by Figure 3.8. This circle passes through the point

pi and the origin o. Its center lies at the midpoint between o and pi.
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Figure 3.8: Circle transform of three collinear points. Left: input bounded space
with the points; right: corresponding Hough space with three rasterized circles
intersecting at the image of the line.

Unfortunately, all edges vote in the origin of the parameter space, because all

circles pass through it. This causes a large peak that can lead to false detections.

Also, all lines through the origin map to the origin in the parameter space and

thus the mapping is not bijective. This limitation can be circumvented by another

parameter space for a different origin in the image.

3.5 Boundary Intersections

Wallace [60] introduced a line parametrization called Muff transform. It is based

on the positions of two intersections of the line with the image boundary. The inter-

sections are described by the counterclockwise distance from the lower left corner of

the image. The distance is measured around the image boundary. This means that

the lower right image corner has the distance equal to the image width and so on as
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Figure 3.9: Coordinates of image corners in Muff transform. The distance of the
intersection with the image boundary is measured counterclockwise.

Figure 3.10: A line and its boundary-intersection parameters. The line parameters
are the distances between the origin and the first intersection and between the two
intersections.

shown on Figure 3.9.

A line that intersects the boundary square at distances d1 and d2 (d1 <= d2)

is parameterized by the distance of the first intersection (d1) and the distance be-

tween the first and the second intersection (d2 − d1). An example line is shown in

Figure 3.10.

Contrary to most of the line parameterizations, this parameterization is easily

convertible to line endpoints, because it does not require clipping to calculate them.

Such clipping is necessary for all line parameterizations that do not inherently con-

tain the image boundaries.

Several modifications that use different boundary shapes exist. For example, a

triangle or a circle can be used. However, every shape except the rectangle loses the

easy convertibility to line endpoints. The book [28], written by me, Markéta Dubská

and Adam Herout, provides an exhaustive overview of various parameterizations [17,

16] based on boundary intersections.
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3.6 Line Parameterization Based on Parallel Coordi-

nates

In [14], together with Markéta Dubská and Adam Herout, I have used parallel

coordinates as a line parameterization for the Hough transform. A similar parame-

terization was independently proposed by Mejdani et. al. [41].

Parallel coordinates [33] are mostly used for vizualization of multidimensional

data in two dimensions without the projection of the data to the 2D space. The

parallel coordinate system represents a given vector space by axes which are mutually

parallel. Each N -dimensional vector is then represented by N − 1 lines connecting

the axes – see Figure 3.11. To define the position of points in the space of parallel

coordinates, this space will also have a 2D cartesian coordinate system u-v, and

homogeneous cordinates (u, v, w).

u

v

0

1C

C2

C4

C5

C3

x1́ x2́ x3́ x4́ x5́

Figure 3.11: Representation of a 5-dimensional vector in parallel coordinates. The
vector is represented by its coordinates C1, . . . , C5 on axes x′1, . . . , x

′
5, connected by a

complete polyline (composed of 4 infinite lines). The axes u and v are a 2D cartesian
system for localization of points in the space of paralle coordinates.

In the two-dimensional case, points in the x-y space are represented as lines in

the space of parallel coordinates. Representations of collinear points intersect at

one point – the representation of a line (see Fig. 3.12). Based on this relation, it

is possible to define a point-to-line mapping between these spaces. For some cases,

such as line ℓ : y = x, the corresponding point ℓ lies in infinity (it is an ideal point).

Projective space RP2 (contrary to the Euclidean R
2 space) provides coordinates

for these special cases. A relation between line ℓ : ax + by + c = 0 (denoted as
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Figure 3.12: Three collinear points in parallel coordinates: (left) Cartesian space,
(right) space of parallel coordinates. Line ℓ is represented by point ℓ in parallel
coordinates.

l = (a, b, c)) and its representing point l can be defined by mapping

l = f(a, b, c) = (db,−c, a + b) , (3.36)

where d is the distance between parallel axes x′ and y′.

This can be generalized for higher dimensions [33] since a line in R
N is a set of

all points satisfying system of (N − 1) linearly independent linear equations. The

equations can be represented by (N − 1) points in the space of parallel coordinates

– see Figure 3.13. Different spaces of parallel coordinates can be defined by using

u

v

0

x1́ x2́ x3́ x4́ x5́

l1,2

l4,5

l3,4

l2,3

Figure 3.13: Points ℓi,i+1 exactly define a set of 4 equations which determine a line
in a 5-dimensional space.

the axes in a different order. All these parameterizations are equivalent and their

relations is studied in detail in [33]. In short, different orders of the axes visually

highlight different correlations between the data points.

Because for some lines (e.g. ℓ : y = x) the image in the space of parallel
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coordinates lies in infinity, it is necessary to construct a pair of parameter spaces to

detect lines of all angles. Mejdani et. al. [41] and we in our paper [14] used slightly

different approaches.

PCLines Parameterization

In our approach, the PC based representation of line ℓ : y = mx+ b in the u-v space

is l = (d, b, 1 −m), where d is the distance between the parallel axes x′ and y′. The

line’s representation l lies between the axes x′ and y′ if and only if −∞ < m < 0.

For m = 1, l is an ideal point (a point in infinity). For m = 0, l lies on the y′ axis,

for vertical lines (m = ±∞), l lies on the x′ axis.

Besides this space of parallel coordinates x′, y′ (further referred to as straight, S),

we proposed a twisted (T ) system x′,−y′, which is identical to the straight space,

except that the y axis is inverted. In the twisted space, l lies between the axes x′ and

−y′ if and only if 0 < m < ∞. By combining the straight and the twisted spaces,

the whole T S plane can be constructed, as shown in Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: (left) Original x-y space and (right) its PClines representation – the
corresponding T S space.

Figure 3.14 (left) shows the original x-y image with three points A, B, and C and

three lines ℓ1, ℓ2, and ℓ3 coincident with these points. The origin of x-y is placed into

the middle of the image for convenience of the figures. Figure 3.14 (right) depicts
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the corresponding T S space. Note that a finite part of the u-v plane is sufficient:

−d ≤ u ≤ d,

−max (w, h)

2
≤ v ≤ max (w, h)

2
,

(3.37)

where w and h are the width and height of the input raster image, respectively.

Any line ℓ : y = mx+ b is now represented either by lS in the straight half or by

lT in the twisted part of the u-v plane:

lS =
(

d, b, 1 −m
)

, for −∞ ≤ m ≤ 0,

lT =
(

−d,−b, 1 +m
)

, for 0 ≤ m ≤ ∞.
(3.38)

Consequently, any line ℓ has exactly one image ℓ in the T S space; except for cases

that m = 0 and m = ±∞, when ℓ lies in both spaces on y′ or x′, respectively. That

allows the T and S spaces to be “attached” one to another. Figure 3.14 illustrates

the spaces attached along the x′ axis. Attaching also the y′ and −y′ axes results in

an enclosed Möbius strip.

As for the slope-intercept parameterizations, T and S parametrizations can be

also expressed by matrix multiplication by matrices

FT =













1 1 0

0 0 −d

d 0 0













FS =













1 −1 0

0 0 d

−d 0 0













(3.39)

Contrary to the previous PTLMs in this chapter, the matrices for PClines are

not orthogonal. This is caused only by the translation of the parameter space.

The parameter spaces for all other parameterizations were attached together only

to use a single array, while the PClines were designed with attached parameter

spaces. The FT matrix can be split to the scale and translation part and the
”
real“
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parameterization part as:













1 1 0

0 0 −d

d 0 0













=













0.5 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1













−T 











1 0 −d

0 1 0

0 0 1













−T 











1 1 0

0 0 −2d

d −d 0













(3.40)

and similarly for the FS matrix.

Modified PCLines and PAT by Mejdani et. al.

The previous subsection presented a version of PClines that was published in our

first paper on this topic [14]. Our following work on hardware acceleration of

PClines [13, 25, 34] resulted in a modified arrangement of the parallel axii. The

hardware accelerated implementation (Chapter 6) rely on the gradient direction de-

tected by the Sobel operator. Only a portion of the parameter space based on the

gradient direction is affected.

The Sobel operator detects the gradient direction (gx, gy) and thus the θ of the

corresponding line can be calculated as

arctan

(

gy
gx

)

. (3.41)

Usually, the function atan2 is used. Its codomain is [−π, π] which means that each

line direction occurs twice in the range.

In the (−y, x, y) arrangement of axii, the θ of the lines changes in range
[

−π
2 . . . 0 . . .

π
2

]

.

The mapping from the interval [−π, π] is nontrivial and requires piecewise reordering

[

−π,−π

2

[

→
[

0,
π

2

[ ]π

2
, π

]

→
]

−π

2
, 0
]

, (3.42)

that is unnecessary with another arrangement.

By the (−x, y, x) arrangement of the axes, the interval of θ in the parameter

space becomes
[

π . . . π2 . . . 0
]

. Mapping the angles returned by the atan2 function
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to the range of the parameter space can be done simply by

θT S = (θatan + π) mod π. (3.43)

Although the modulo function introduces discontinuities too, it can be implemented

without branching. The branching should be avoided on the graphical hardware

whenever possible. Figure 3.15 illustrates this modified arrangement.

Figure 3.15: Image space and the corresponding T S-space with (−x, y, x) arrange-
ment.

Mejdani et. al. in their parallel coordinate based Parallel Axis Transform (PAT)

used the (−x, y) space as a dual space to an (x, y) parallel space. However, their

paper does not mention any rationale for this axis selection.

The matrices for this arrangement of the parallel axii are

FT =













1 1 0

0 0 −d

0 d 0













FS =













1 −1 0

0 0 −d

0 d 0













. (3.44)

3.7 Comparison of Important Parameterizations

In [14], we compared T S (with (−y, x, y) arrangement), θ-̺ and slope-intercept pa-

rameterizations in terms of precision. In fact, this comparison can be carefully gen-

eralized to many other parameterizations mentioned in this section. The Hough’s,

Tuytelaar’s and Wada’s (γ-ω) parametrization differ only by flipped axes. In the
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PClines and the PAT, the axes are flipped separately for each subspace.

In this evaluation, automatically generated data (similar to the data used in [32])

were used. The black-and-white image (sized W × H) were genereated by first

rasterizing L lines directly from the line equation in its normal form; 8-connected

neighborhood of pixels was used. Then, P noise pixel positions were randomly

generated pi ∈ {0, . . . ,W − 1} × {0, . . . ,H − 1}, and the corresponding pixels were

inverted in the image.

Two errors of the detections were evaluated: εθ and ε̺ which are the differences

from the ground truth in degrees or pixels, respectively. To obtain one error metric,

a combined error

ε =
√

ωθε
2
θ + ω̺ε2̺ (3.45)

is used, with weights ωθ = ω̺ = 1. The accumulator space had the same dimensions

for all three methods: for 512× 512 images, accumulator space 768× 724 was used.
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Figure 3.16: Line localization error as it depends on the lines’ slope. For x on the
horizontal scale, the lines’ slope in degrees is at interval [x, x + 5[. Red: PClines;
Green: θ-̺; Blue: m-b. Left: average error over all lines; right: average error of the
5 least accurate lines, i.e. a pessimistic error estimation.

Figure 3.16 compares the errors of the three methods for lines with different θ

generated within 5◦ wide intervals. For every interval of slopes, 100 images were

generated, each with 1 line and P = 25000 noise pixels. Both the average error of

all lines detected in the images (Fig. 3.16 left) and the average of the 5 least accurate

lines out of all 100 lines was computed for each interval of slopes. The latter was

computed to get a pessimistic estimation of the errors.

The measurements confirm the theoretical considerations: the θ-̺ parameteriza-
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tion discretizes the space evenly; PClines are less accurate for θ ∈ {45◦, 135◦, 225◦, 315◦}

and more accurate at θ ∈ {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦}; the m-b parameterization is also not

uniformly accurate.

In this measurement, PClines seem the most accurate, while the m-b the least. I

am convinced, this is caused by the fact that both θ-̺ and m-b parameterizations do

not use some portions of the parameter space, while the PClines completely utilize

the assigned memory.

3.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented various parameterization used for the line detection by Hough

transform. The most deeply examined parameterizations were the de-facto standard

θ-̺ parameterization and a group of point-to-line mappings.

In this chapter, one contribution of thos work was presented – the PClines line

parameterization. It is point-to-line mapping, so it allows simple rasterization of the

parameter space and it fully uses the parameter space in case of square images.

The PTLMs and the θ-̺ parameterizations were compared in terms of precision

on a syntetic dataset. The proposed PClines parameterization ended up being at

least as precise as the common θ-̺ and for some line orientations even more precise.

The PTLMs are also interrestings because the commodity graphical HW sup-

ports line rasterizations directly and therefore these parameterizations are suitable

for acceleration using graphical hardware. However, PTLMs have some limitations,

that will be examined in detail in the next chapter. The next chapter is the main

contribution of this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Point-to-Line Mappings

Point-to-line mappings (PTLMs) are a special case of line parameterizations that

map points (or precisely all lines that pass though this point) in the x-y space to a

line in the parameter space. Parametrizations that fall into this class are the slope-

intercept, γ-ω and parallel coordinates based parametrizations from the previous

chapter. This chapter will examine and generalize some of their properties. Some

properties of these mappings are discussed and proven by Bhattacharya et al. [7]

and my contribution extends his work. The Bhattacharya’s theorems are shortly

explained to give the reader the necessary background. The contents of this chapter

have been published in the paper [27] authored by me and my colleagues.

4.1 Properties of Point-to-Line Mappings

To be useful in Hough transform, the PTLMs must be bijective and map collinear

points (points that lie on a line) to concurrent lines (lines that intersect at a single

point). In other words, images of all points that lie on a line must pass through the

image of the line, otherwise no peak would appear in the parameter space.

Theorem 4.1.1 (Bhattacharya 1). A 1-1 PTLM takes collinear points into concur-

rent lines iff it is linear.

The proof comes from the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry as

shown in [7]. Let us shortly go through the consequences of this theorem.
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Figure 4.1: Point-to-line and line-to-point mappings between image and parameter
space. Points p1 and p2 are transformed by PTLM f with matrix F to f(p1), f(p2);
the inverse transformation is g′. Line l is transformed by f ′ to point f ′(l); the inverse
transformation is g.

Using homogeneous coordinates, a linear PTLM f from the image space to the

parameter space can be expressed using matrix multiplication by a 3× 3 matrix F :

f(x) = FxT . (4.1)

For a 1-1 PTLM, F must be invertible. The PTLM g from the parameter space to

the image space will be called dual. The dual PTLM g is expressed by a nonsingular

matrix G. To transform collinear points pi lying on line l into concurrent lines f(pi)

passing through point g−1(l),

pi · l = 0 ⇐⇒ f(pi) · g−1(l) = 0. (4.2)

Expanding the right side of the equivalence gives

(FpT
i ) · (G−1lT ) = (FpT

i )
T (G−1lT ) = 0, (4.3)

where the dot product was replaced by matrix multiplication. Reordering the ma-

trices gives

piF
TG−1lT = 0, (4.4)
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and using pi · l = 0 from (4.2)

F TG−1 = k · I, k ∈ R \ {0}, (4.5)

where I is an identity matrix. This situation is shown in Figure 4.1. Every PTLM

is a homography followed by a trivial duality transform (i.e. reinterpretation of a

point vector as a line vector and vice versa).

Besides the point-to-line mappings f and g, we can talk about corresponding

line-to-point mappings (LTPMs) f ′ and g′ which map lines to points (see Figure 4.1).

Corollary 4.1.2. For a linear 1-1 PTLM f from space A to B which is defined by

matrix F , the dual PTLM g from B to A is defined by matrix G = kF T , k ∈ R\{0}.

The corresponding line-to-point mappings between A and B are inverses of f and g,

so that LTPM f ′ from A to B is defined by matrix F ′ = 1
k
F−T and g′ from B to A

is defined by matrix G′ = F−1.

The second Bhattacharya theorem generalizes the issue with the original Hough’s

parameterization m-b, y = mx+ b that the parameter m of vertical lines is infinite.

Theorem 4.1.3 (Bhattacharya 2). A 1-1 PTLM cannot map all the sets of collinear

points that lie in a bounded region into sets of concurrent lines whose intersections

lie in a bounded region.

Bhattacharya et al. [7] mention a solution of this problem by using a parameter

space that is composed of two finite parts. All commonly used PTLMs mentioned

in Chapter 3 form such pairs. However, Bhattacharya’s paper does not present any

proof that a second mapping exists for every linear 1-1 PTLM or whether some

additional conditions must be fulfilled for existence of such a pair.

4.2 Pairs and Triplets of Point-to-Line Mappings

In the following text, a pair of PTLMs f and g that can be used for line detections

will be called a Complementary PTLM Pair. Also, g is the complementary map-
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ping for f and vice versa. It should be noted in advance, that some PTLMs have

complementary mappings only for some bounded regions in the image space.

Lemma 4.2.1. For every two linear 1-1 PTLMs, there exists a non-empty set of

collinear points which are mapped by both of the PTLMs to a set of lines whose

intersection lies at infinity. If the PTLMs are linearly independent, there exists only

one such intersection point.

Proof. If f(p) = FpT is a linear 1-1 PTLM, then the intersection i of f(p1) and

f(p2) is

i = F−T · (a, b, c)T , (4.6)

where l = (a, b, c) is the line through points p1 and p2 (i.e. l = p1 × p2).

The intersection point i = (ix, iy, iw) lies in infinity if iw = l · F ′
3,∗ = 0, where

X3,∗ stands for the 3rd row of matrix X. In the abc space (section 3.1), such lines

form a plane through the origin with normal vector F ′
3,∗. Below in this text, the

lines and the plane formed by them will be called problematic. Example of such a

plane is shown by Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: abc space of lines with the third row of the F ′ matrix (black) and the
corresponding plane of problematic lines (green). The red cylinder represents lines
with normalized normal vector.
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The problematic planes of two PTLMs can be either identical, or they will inter-

sect in a line. This line also passes through the origin and has two intersections with

the cylinder of lines, but due to the abc space symmetry, both those intersections

represent the same line of the image space. This line is the problematic line of the

PTLM pair, that will be mapped to infinity by both of them.

The following text will use the bounded region R, defined in section 3.1.

The necessary condition for a PTLM pair f and g to be usable for line detection

is that for a bounded region R in the image space, there must exist a bounded region

for both of the parameter spaces, that images of all lines through R lie at least in

one of those bounded regions. It is not necessary for those regions to be identical.

Since every two PTLMs share a common problematic line, this line must not

intersect the bounded region R. Ideally, this line does not intersect any bounded

region, which means it is the ideal line in infinity. First, the existence of a comple-

mentary mapping will be examined.

Theorem 4.2.2. A linear 1-1 PTLM f(x) = FxT has at least one complementary

mapping g for a circular region with radius r around the origin iff the third row

(u, v, w) of F−T has the property that

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
u2 + v2

w

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

> r. (4.7)

Proof. The bounded region with radius r cuts the cylinder of lines in the abc space to

a portion with c ∈ [−r, r]. The problematic line that is common to the PTLM f and

its complementary mapping can be found as the intersection of both the problematic

planes and the cylinder of lines. In order to construct a complementary PTLM, it

must be possible to construct a plane which intersects the other problematic plane

and the cylinder at a point with |c| > r.

Since the problematic plane of the complementary mapping can be arbitrary, the

complementary mapping exists iff the problematic plane of f contains at least one

line (from the cylinder of lines) with c > r (or c < −r because of the symmetry). The
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line with maximal c (i.e. cmax in Figure 4.2) lies in the plane that is perpendicular

to the ab plane and contains the vector F ′
3,∗.

The equations

a2 + b2 = 1 (the cylinder), and (4.8)

(a, b, c) · F ′
3,∗ = 0 (the problematic plane) (4.9)

define an ellipse in the abc-space. By finding extremes of c, the maximal (and

minimal) c of the problematic lines of PTLM f is found at

cmax = ±
√
u2 + v2

w
, where (u, v, w) = F ′

3,∗. (4.10)

Two special cases of F ′
3,∗ exist:

(u, v, 0) This PTLM has a complementary mapping for every r. When the G′
3,∗ also

lies in the ab plane, their common problematic line intersects the cylinder at

infinity. Any pair of such PTLMs has the problematic line outside of every

bounded region.

(0, 0, w) This mapping maps lines passing through the origin to the ideal line. It does

not have a complementary mapping because no single matrix can map all

lines passing through the origin to a bounded region. At least two additional

mappings are required.

Corollary 4.2.3. For a linear 1-1 PTLM f with (F−T )3,3 = 0 exists a complemen-

tary PTLM for every finite size of the image space region.

All PTLM pairs mentioned in chapter 3 do have this property. The third mapping

in the Tuytelaar’s parameterization is the second special case (i.e. F ′
3,∗ = (0, 0, 1)).

According to Lemma 4.2.1, for every two PTLMs at least one line exists, that

is mapped to infinity by both of them. To represent all lines in RP2, three linearly
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independent PTLMs are necessary. The parameterizations for the Cascaded Hough

Transform by Tuytelaars et. al. [58] are an example of such a tripple.

Corollary 4.2.4. Three linearly-independent 1-1 PTLMs map every set of collinear

points onto a set of concurrent lines whose intersection lies inside a bounded region

for at least one of those mappings.

Usually, it is not necessary to represent lines in the whole image plane. When the

image plane is limited to a bounded region, only two linearly independent PTLMs

suffice. When both PTLMs of a pair have the problematic planes perpendicular to

the a − b plane (i.e. F ′
3,3 = 0), the pair can be used for line detection in an image

of arbitrary size. This perpendicularity of the problematic plane is therefor a good

criterion for a practical PTLM pair.

For a good PTLM pair, the problematic planes are not only perpendicular to

the ab plane, but they are perpendicular to each other as well. This is important for

minimizing the area which will contain images of all lines that intersect a bounded

region in the image space.

When each line is transformed by a LTPM with F ′
3,3 = 0, the resulting point has

w = F ′
3,∗ · l =

∣

∣F ′
3,∗

∣

∣ |l| cos(φ), (4.11)

where φ is the angle between the line normal and the problematic plane normal.

When a line is mapped by two LTPMs, the image with bigger |w| has φ ∈ [0, π/2−

γ/2], where γ is the angle between the normals of the problematic planes of the

PTLMs. To minimize the area of the parameter space, |w| must be maximal. This

is the situation when the planes are perpendicular, so γ = π/2.

Conclusion 4.2.5. For practical PTLM pair f and g, (F−T )3,∗ · (G−T )3,∗ = 0, and

(F−T )3,3 = (G−T )3,3 = 0.

These conditions are fulfilled by every PTLM pair mentioned in Chapter 3.
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4.3 Convolution and Point-to-Line Mappings

The projection-slice theorem desribed in Section 2.4 is easily applicable on Hough

transform using θ-̺ parametrization as

Rθ[f ∗ g](̺) = (Rθ[f ] ∗ Rθ[g])(̺). (4.12)

In the case of PTLMs, the necessary conditions are stricter than simply mapping

collinear points onto concurrent lines.

The 1-D convolution in θ-̺ space in the direction of ̺

(Rθ[f ] ∗ Rθ[g])(̺) =

∫

Rθ[f ](τ)Rθ[g](̺ − τ)dτ (4.13)

must be moved to the u-v space defined by a PTLM h.

Conditions from the Conclusion 4.2.5 will be assumed for h, hence for a line

defined by θ and ̺,

l = (cos(θ), sin(θ),−̺), (4.14)

w(θ) = H ′
3,∗ · l = H ′

3,1 cos(θ) +H ′
3,2 sin(θ), (4.15)

u(θ, ̺) =
H ′

1,∗ · l
w(θ)

, (4.16)

v(θ, ̺) =
H ′

2,∗ · l
w(θ)

. (4.17)

The convolution can be done in the θ-̺ space with the data from the θ-v space

as:

Rθ[f ∗ g](v(θ, ̺)) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Rθ[f ](v(θ, τ))Rθ[g](v(θ, ̺ − τ))dτ. (4.18)

To move the convolution to θ-v space, the term v(θ, ̺− τ) must be split into a term

v(θ, ̺)− v(θ, τ) first. This can be done with an assumption

H ′
2,1 = H ′

2,2 = 0, H ′
2,3 = c′ 6= 0. (4.19)
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Further

H ′
1,3 = 0 (4.20)

will be assumed to make u independent on ̺. This assumption transforms equa-

tion (4.18) to

Rθ[f ∗ g](v(θ, ̺)) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Rθ[f ](v(θ, τ))Rθ[g](v(θ, ̺) − v(θ, τ))dτ, (4.21)

with

v(θ, ̺) = − c′̺
w(θ)

. (4.22)

A substitution

v(θ, τ) = s (4.23)

− c′

w(θ)
dτ = ds (4.24)

transforms the convolution into

Rθ[f ∗ g](v(θ, ̺)) = −
w(θ)

c′

∫ v(θ,∞)

v(θ,−∞)
Rθ[f ](s)Rθ[g](v(θ, ̺) − s)ds. (4.25)

Please note that such a substitution limits θ to the interval, where

−c′
w(θ)

> 0. (4.26)

Under this constraint

v(θ,±∞) = ±∞. (4.27)

Lemma 4.3.1. The convolution in the image space can be transformed to the con-

volution in the parameter space if PTLM h has

H =













a b 0

0 0 c

d e 0













, (4.28)
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with

c 6= 0, and (4.29a)

ae 6= bd, (4.29b)

because of the invertibility of H.

The conditions are sufficient but might not be necessary. Another class of PTLMs

that allow moving the convolution to the parameter space may exist. A proof of

this fact is a theme for a following work.

The conditions (4.29) come directly from the determinant of the matrix H

detH = c(bd− ae). (4.30)

A PTLM h that fullfills conditions from Lemma 4.3.1 will be further referred to

as a Convolvable PTLM. These conditions also simplify the inverse of H.

H−T =













e
k
− d

k
0

0 0 1
c

− b
k

a
k

0













, where k = ae− bd. (4.31)

The matrix H−T clearly specifies a convolvable PTLM, so it can be inverted by

Equation (4.31) too.

The next step is to get rid of θ, so the equation (4.25) must be expressed in

terms of u and v only. Unfortunately, there is one important limitation. The value

u does not determine θ uniquely, because

u(θ) = u(θ + π). (4.32)

To get a unique value of θ, the constraint (4.26) will be used.

The equation

u(θ) =
a′ cos(θ) + b′ sin(θ)
d′ cos(θ) + e′ sin(θ)

, (4.33)
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can be modified to the form

(ud′ − a′) cos(θ) + (ue′ − b′) sin(θ) = 0. (4.34)

From this equation, sin and cos of theta can be expressed as

cos(θ) = s
(b′ − ue′)

√

(a′ − ud′)2 + (b′ − ue′)2
, (4.35a)

sin(θ) = −s (a′ − ud′)
√

(a′ − ud′)2 + (b′ − ue′)2
. (4.35b)

The value s = ±1 represents the constraint (4.26) and will be evaluated later. The

value of

w(θ) = s
b′d′ − a′e′

√

(a′ − ud′)2 + (b′ − ue′)2
(4.36)

and the equation (4.27) can then be substituted to equation (4.25), leading to

Ru[f ∗ g](v) = s
a′e′ − b′d′

c′
√

(a′ − ud′)2 + (b′ − ue′)2

∫ ∞

−∞
Ru[f ](s)Ru[g](v − s)ds. (4.37)

It is now clear that

s = sgn

(

a′e′ − b′d′

c′

)

, (4.38)

but it is also possible to simply put

Ru[f ∗ g](v) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

a′e′ − b′d′

c′
√

(a′ − ud′)2 + (b′ − ue′)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ ∞

−∞
Ru[f ](s)Ru[g](v − s)ds. (4.39)

Although the equation (4.39) expresses the convolution in the parameter space,

it uses values a′, . . . , e′ from H ′. It may be useful to express it from the values

a, . . . , e of the matrix H.

Ru[f ∗ g](v) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ae
k2
− bd

k2

1
c

√

(e/k + ub/k)2 + (−d/k − ua/k)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ ∞

−∞
Ru[f ](s)Ru[g](v − s)ds.

(4.40)

This equation can be further simplified to the form of equation (4.41).

Theorem 4.3.2. For n convolvable PTLM h, the 2D convolution in the image space
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can be expressed as a 1D convolution in the parameter space as

Ru[f ∗ g](v) =
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

c
√

(e+ ub)2 + (d+ ua)2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ ∞

−∞
Ru[f ](s)Ru[g](v − s)ds. (4.41)

where a, . . . , e are values from H according to Lemma 4.3.1.

Practical Example of Convolution in Parameter Space

The edge points in the input image can be modelled not only as discrete points, but

also by a point spread function. In this example I will use the uncorrelated gaussian

curve

g(x, y) =

exp

(

−1
2

(

x−µx

σx

)2
− 1

2

(

y−µy

σy

)2
)

2πσxσy
, (4.42)

where µ is the discrete point position.

Direct convolution with this function is not practical, because it would lead to

accumulation of a large amount of edge points. Using equation (4.41), for the S

space with matrix

FS =













1 −1 0

0 0 d

−d 0 0













, (4.43)

leads to

Ru[f ∗ g](v) =
d

√

(u)2 + (d− u)2

∫ ∞

−∞
Ru[f ](s)Ru[g](v − s)ds. (4.44)

The value of R[g] can be found by a line integral. By using Maple,

R[g](u, v) =
exp

(

−1
2
(µx(d−u)+µyu−vd)2

σ2(u2+(d−u)2)

)

√
2πσ2

, (4.45)

so the convolution with 2D gaussian curve transforms to a convolution with 1D

gaussian curve. The value σ2 is

σ2 =
σ2
x(d− u)2 + σ2

yu
2

u2 + (d− u)2
. (4.46)
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The value of
∫ ∞

−∞
R[g](u, v)dv =

√

u2 + (d− u)2

d
, (4.47)

so the scale factor from equation (4.44) ensures proper scaling.

Figure 4.3: Detail of a parameter space before (left) and after (right) smoothing by
vertical convolution. The maxima is no longer broken to separate intersections.

Figure 4.3 shows the effect of this convolution on the parameter space. Before

the smoothing, the space is too sparse so the maxima break to several separate

intersection. The smoothing reveals one true maxima.

Pairs of Convolvable Point-to-Line Mappings

When both PTLMs f and g are Convolvable PTLMs (Lemma 4.3.1), it is possible

to further refine the boundaries of a region in the parameter space, that corresponds

to a bounded region in the image space.

The angle between the normal vector of a line whose image falls to one of the

two parameter spaces and the vector (d′, e′) is 45◦ at most. Based on the angle of

vector (d′, e′)

θ = arctan

(

e′

d′

)

, (4.48)

the u values of the parameter space boundaries are

u0 = u(θ − π

4
), (4.49a)

u1 = u(θ +
π

4
). (4.49b)
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The vector (d′, e′) can be rotated by e±
π
8
e12 (rotors in G2 [12]) and then split to

values of sin and cos of θ ± π
4 . Using

cos(θ − π

4
) =

d′ − e′√
d′2 + e′2

= c0, (4.50a)

sin(θ − π

4
) =

d′ + e′√
d′2 + e′2

= s0, (4.50b)

the value u of the corresponding boundary is

u0 =
c0a

′ + s0b
′

c0d′ + s0e′
=

a′(d′ − e′) + b′(d′ + e′)
d′(d′ − e′) + e′(d′ + e′)

=
a′(d′ − e′) + b′(d′ + e′)

d′2 + e′2
.

(4.51)

Similarly for the other rotation,

cos(θ +
π

4
) =

d′ + e′√
d′2 + e′2

= c1, (4.52a)

sin(θ +
π

4
) =

e′ − d′√
d′2 + e′2

= s1, (4.52b)

the second boundary is

u1 =
c1a

′ + s1b
′

c1d′ + s1e′
=

a′(d′ + e′) + b′(e′ − d′)
d′(d′ + e′) + e′(e′ − d′)

=
a′(d′ + e′) + b′(e′ − d′)

d′2 + e′2
.

(4.53)

Each parameter space is then bounded by lines u = u0 and u = u1 (i.e. [1, 0,−u{0,1}]).

When expressed in components of F , the parameter space boundaries are

u0 =
b(d− e)− a(e+ d)

a2 + b2
, (4.54a)

u1 =
a(e− d)− b(e+ d)

a2 + b2
. (4.54b)

Equation (4.29) implies u0 6= u1 and

u0 < u1 ⇐⇒ ae > bd. (4.55)
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When u0 = −u1, the area of the parameter space that corresponds to the region

R is centered around the v axis. The equation u0 = −u1 can be simplified to

ad+ be = 0. This implies that the PTLM matrix is orthogonal (but not necesarilly

orthonormal).

Finding the range of the parameter space in the v axis can be significantly

simplified by use of the interval arithmetics [36]. Any n-ary function f can be

extended to work with intervals as

∀i : xi ∈ Xi =⇒ f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ f(X1, . . . ,Xn). (4.56)

This definition suggests that the interval extension of a function does not need

to be tight. Sometimes, it is not possible to contain the results in a single tight

interval. The function that always returns the maximal interval (e.g. [−∞,∞]), is

a completely valid interval extension. Obviously, such a function has no practical

value, so the interval extensions will be kept as tight as possible.

When the portion of the parameter space contains lines with angle up to 45◦

around F ′
3,∗, the values of w are limited to interval

w ∈
∥

∥F ′
3,∗

∥

∥

[√
2

2
, 1

]

. (4.57)

The norm of F ′
3,∗ can be expressed by values from F as

∥

∥F ′
3,∗

∥

∥ =

√

a2 + b2

(ae− bd)2
=

√
a2 + b2

|ae− bd| . (4.58)

The interval in v, that corresponds to the bounded region R is

v ∈ c′[−r, r]
w

. (4.59)
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The interval arithmetics allows to evaluate w and simplify the results to

c′[−r, r]
w

= r
c′[−1, 1]

√
a2+b2

|ae−bd|

[√
2
2 , 1

]

= r
|ae− bd|
c
√
a2 + b2

[−1, 1]
[

1,
√
2
]

= r
|ae− bd|
c
√
a2 + b2

[

−
√
2,
√
2
]

.

(4.60)

This expression provides a tight boundary for the image space modelled by a

circular region R. It may be not tight in the case of other shapes. For example, it

provides a too wide interval in the case of PClines with square input image region.

A minimal boundary circle for a square image with size w × w has a radius

r =

√
w2 + w2

2
=

√
2

2
w. (4.61)

For the S space with matrix

FS =













1 −1 0

0 0 d

−d 0 0













, (4.62)

the previous equations return the boundary

u ∈ [0, d] (4.63)

v ∈ [−r, r]. (4.64)

The boundary of the u axis is correct, but the boundary for the v axis is not tight.

Contrary to the slope-intercept parameterization, the unused parts of the boundary

circle causes the growth of the parameter space.

The square or rectangular image boundaries however introduce an important

limitation for the application of the interval arithmetics. The interval of r is depen-

dent on the parameter θ of the line. When the image boundary is symmetric around
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both axii

r(θ) = min















w
2

√

1 + cos(θ)2

sin(θ)2

h
2

√

1 + sin(θ)2

cos(θ)2

, θ ∈
[

0,
π

2

]

. (4.65)

Other formulations are possible, but all require finding of a global maxima of a

function with discontinuous derivative.

4.4 Mapped Point Angle

This section will further analyze lines in the parameter space and some consequences.

The axis u will be regarded as horizontal and the axis v as vertical. A point p =

(x, y, w) maps onto a vertical line iff

F (x, y, w)T = (a, 0, c)T , (4.66)

so

F2,∗ · (x, y, w) = 0. (4.67)

The line ax+ cw = 0 corresponds to a vertical line x = − c
a
.

A convolvable PTLM maps ideal points of the image space on vertical lines of

the parameter space. The parameter space is bounded by vertical lines l{0,1} =

[1, 0,−u{0,1}] and images of all non-ideal points intersects the boundary lines. This

indicates that the line rasterization used for PClines may be possible for all convolv-

able PTLMs.

The intersections with lines l{0,1} is

l{0,1} × (Fp). (4.68)

It can be expressed as an image of a line through the point p and an ideal point

i{0,1}.

l{0,1} × (Fp) = (F i{0,1})× (Fp) = (detF )F−T (i{0,1} × p). (4.69)
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After simplification, the intersection with both lines becomes

l{0,1} × (Fp) =

(

u{0,1},−
x(au{0,1} + d) + y(bu{0,1} + e)

c

)

. (4.70)

However, when u is taken as a variable, this is just the equation for the rasterized

line. The conditions for a convolvable PTLM imply that an image of any non-ideal

point is a parameter space line of the form v = au+ b, i.e. a nonvertical line.

For example, for the S space, the intersections become (0, x) and (d, y) as is

described in Section 3.6. Analysis of the slope-intercept parameterization will be

more interresting.

I will use the first two matrices for the Tuytelaars Cascaded Hough Transform

(Section 3.2), that are

F =













1 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0













, and G =













0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0













. (4.71)

For these matrices, uF , uG ∈ [−1, 1] and vF , vG ∈ r[−
√
2,
√
2]. The functions for

v are

vF (u) = −ux− y, and (4.72a)

vG(u) = −uy − x. (4.72b)

These lines lie in the bounded area of the parameter space at least in the interval

u ∈ [u0, u1]. This is a simple consequence of the fact that through every point of

the bounded image area can pass a line of an arbitrary angle.

Corollary 4.4.1. A convolvable PTLM with matrix F maps a point (x, y) on a line

v(u) = −x(au+ d) + y(bu+ e)

c
. (4.73)
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When u ∈ [u0, u1],

|v(u)| ≤ r

∣

∣

∣

∣

ae− bd

c
√
a2 + b2

∣

∣

∣

∣

√
2. (4.74)

It is now clear, that every convolvable PTLM can be accumulated in the same

way as the parallel coordinates based ones. Also because the extremes of v lie on

the borders of the parameter space, the calculation of the bounds of the parameter

space becomes simpler.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the main contribution of this dissertation. It extended the

Bhattacharya’s work concerning the PTLMs, mostly the question:
”
Is this PTLM

usable for line detection?“

The conditions for a complementary and practical PTLM pair provide a way

to construct new PTLMs for line parameterization, although it is not extremely

useful. The most useful PTLMs were already found and the construction of a new

PTLM can be useful only in situations where lines with certain orientations must

be detected most precisely. Much more interresting and usable contributions of this

chapter are about the convolvable PTLMs.

Theorem 4.3.2 allows to transform a convolution in the image space to the con-

volution in the parameter space. According to the papers I have found until now,

this was done only for the θ-̺ parameterization and in a slightly related way for

the classical slope-intercept parameterization. The convolution can be for example

used to remove the limitation of the parameter space size. Proper smoothing can

reconstruct peaks broken due to low number of edge points.

Corollary 4.4.1 shows that all convolvable PTLMs can be accumulated in a way

similar to the PClines. Although the OpenGL implementation from Chapter 6 uses

only PClines, it can be trivially modified to use any convolvable PTLM. For other

implementations, this removes the clipping of the rasterized line. The only points

that lie on the edges of the parameter space can be calculated directly.
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Chapter 5

Regular Grids and Point-to-Line

Mappings

This chapter presents an application of the various line parameterizations, mostly

PClines. It was used for the detection of checkerboard-like pattern for the camera

localization in augmented reality. This chapter describes a relevant subset of pa-

pers [29, 55]. The papers introduce uniform and fractal marker fields that are usable

for camera localization and augmented reality. Figure 5.1 illustrates these marker

fields.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of checkerboard-like marker fields. Left: Fractal Marker
Field; Right: Uniform Marker Field.

In this chapter, the line detection will be mentioned only marginally. Although

this chapter is relatively enclosed, it is a part of a work in progress on which me and

my colleagues are currently working.
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5.1 Projected Grids

This section will analyze a possible parameterization of a checkerboard-like pattern,

as viewed by a perspective projection (i.e. an idealized model of a camera). Due to

problems (such as nonuniform lighting) edges are easier to detect than the uniformly

colored squares. The edges of the checkerboard squares form two perpendicular

sets of equidistantly spaced parallel lines. The conditions for perpendicularity and

equidistant spacing are not necessary.

Points on a set of parallel lines in R
3 can be expressed as

p = p0 + su+ tv. (5.1)

Both u and v can be used as the line direction. One of s and t does belong to R

and the other is generated by a step function

step{u,v} : Z→ R. (5.2)

The vectors u and v are not necesarilly perpendicular and the step function can

generate a grid that with lines that are not equidistant. The resulting lines are

described by parametric equations

pu(i, t) = p0 + stepu(i)u+ tv, i ∈ N0, t ∈ R, (5.3a)

pv(j, s) = p0 + stepv(j)v + su, j ∈ N0, s ∈ R. (5.3b)

The structure of such a grid is illustrated by Figure 5.2.

When the grid is viewed by a pinhole camera described by matrix C = A
[

R T

]

,

the equation (5.3a) becomes

Cpu(i, t) = C(p0 + stepu(i)u + tv),

= Cp0 + stepu(i)Cu+ tCv,

(5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Structure of a projected grid. Point p0 and vectors u and v describe
the grid.

and similarly equation (5.3b) becomes

Cpv(j, s) = Cp0 + stepv(j)Cv + sV u. (5.5)

The structure of the equations did not change, and therefore equation (5.3) describes

not only points in R
3, but also homogeneous coordiates in RP2. Please note that

the previous equations assume that the points and vectors in R
3 were converted to

the homogeneous coordinates. This equation also shows that the step function is

unaffected by perspective projection. This holds for arbitrary step functions, not

just simple ones.

One important limitation is that p0, u and v are not fully homogeneous. It is

not possible to scale them individually. Only complete equations (5.3a) and (5.3b)

can be scaled, so the ratios of the
”
lengths“ of p0, u and v are fixed.

The homogenous coordinates have not well defined norm. I will use the term

length for the ℓ2 norm of the underlying euclidean space, i.e.
√

x2 + y2 + w2.1

This grid has two vanishing points, v and u, that correspond to direction v and

u respectively. The vanishing point is a point on a line at infinity, so the coordinates

1The length defined by projection to R
2 is not useful because it is infinite for ideal points.
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in the euclidean space are

v = lim
t→∞

pu(i, t)x,y
pu(i, t)w

=
d
dt
pu(i, t)x,y

d
dt
pu(i, t)w

=
vx,y

vw
, and (5.6)

u =
ux,y

uw

. (5.7)

If the camera matrix

C = I
[

I 0

]

=













1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0













, (5.8)

then the homogeneous coordinates of a vanishing point in RP 2 are equal to the

direction vectors of the parallel lines in R
3. In the case of C = A

[

R T

]

, only the

rotation and the intrinsic camera parameters affect the vanishing points.

Homogeneous Coordinates of Grid Lines

Homogeneous coordinates of the grid line can be constructed from its two points

with t0 6= t1 as

lu(i) = pu(i, t0)× pu(i, t1). (5.9)

By expanding according to equation (5.3a) and reordering, a part of the point equa-

tion that depends on t is isolated

lu(i) = (p0 + stepu(i)u+ t0v)× (p0 + stepu(i)u+ t1v) (5.10)

= (pu(i, 0) + t0v)× (pu(i, 0) + t1v) (5.11)

Because the cross product is distributive over addition, it can be expanded to:

lu(i) = (pu(i, 0) + t0v) × pu(i, 0) + (pu(i, 0) + t0v)× t1v (5.12)

= pu(i, 0) × pu(i, 0) + t0v × pu(i, 0) + pu(i, 0) × t1v + t0v × t1v. (5.13)
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Due to the cross product anticommutativity (a × b = −b × a) and alternativity

(a× a = 0),

lu(i) = 0+ (t1 − t0)pu(i, 0) × v + 0 (5.14)

= (t1 − t0)(p0 + stepu(i)u)× v. (5.15)

Distributing the cross product again reorders the equation to the weighted sum of

two lines:

lu(i) = (t1 − t0)(p0 × v + stepu(i)u× v) (5.16)

= (t1 − t0)(l
(0)
u + stepu(i)l

(∞)). (5.17)

Figure 5.3: Vanishing points u,v and the horizon h of a grid. Lines through both
vanishing points converge to the horizon.

Because multiplication by a nonzero constant does not change the line and t0 6=

t1, the term (t1 − t0) can be ignored. Then the line becomes a weighted sum of two

lines. The
”
first“ line lu(0) that connects p0 and the vanishing point v and the line

h, that connects both vanishing points. The other set of lines is described by similar

equation, so

lu(i) = l(0)u + stepu(i)h, (5.18a)

lv(i) = l(0)v + stepv(i)h. (5.18b)

Line h is common for both directions of the grid edges and is called the horizon. It
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is the intersection of the plane in which the lines lie with the image plane. The lines

of both the sets approach the horizon as the value of the step function approaches

infinity. Figure 5.3 illustrates this convergence.

Important Step Functions

For description of checkerboards, QR codes and similar patterns or our uniform

marker fields [55], two types of the step function are useful.

The first has the form

step{u,v}(i) = k{u,v}i, for some k{u,v} ∈ R
+. (5.19)

This is THE step function for checkerboards and all other uniform grids. The size

s{u,v} of the grid square in R
3 is

su = ku‖u‖ sv = kv‖v‖. (5.20)

Even more useful is a slight modification of the step function (5.19) to the form

step{u,v}(i) = k{u,v}i+ q{u,v}, for some k{u,v} ∈ R
+, q{u,v} ∈ R. (5.21)

The step function (5.21) allows to base the grid on an arbitrary point or line.

Function (5.19) requires that p0 and l
(0)
{u,v} are members of the grid. Using the

function (5.21), it is no longer necessary.

In R
3 it may be useful to place the origin of the grid in the center of one square

and use the origin also for p0, but it does not simplify the situation much. However,

it significantly simplifies the situation in RP2. It is possible to use a completely

arbitrary point such as the center of the input image for p0. This reduces the

number of unknown when the grid parameters are calculated.

Not every checkerboard-like pattern has a nice step function. For example, the

step function for our fractal marker field [29] is too complex to be modelled in this

way.
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5.2 Grid Detection

The main problem in the grid detection is finding of the parameters of the whole

grid from a set of imprecisely detected lines. The line detection step can be done

by many methods, not only by the Hough transform. The grid parameters can be

found in the parameter space of the HT or from the parameters of the detected lines.

The grid has 8 degrees of freedom plus the number of DoF from the step function,

whether it is described by equation (5.3) or (5.18). This is caused by the fact that

the resulting points or lines can be scaled arbitrarily, but only as a whole equation.

Using normalized vectors (x̂), the equation for points becomes

pu(i, t) = p̂0 + stepu(i)quû+ tqvv̂, (5.22a)

pv(j, s) = p̂0 + stepv(j)qvv̂ + squû, (5.22b)

and the equation for lines

lu(i) = l̂(0)u + stepu(i)kuĥ, (5.23a)

lv(i) = l̂(0)v + stepv(i)kvĥ. (5.23b)

Because normalized 3-D vectors (or homogeneous coordinates) have two degrees of

freedom, two additional constants (k{u,v} or q{u,v}) result in eight degrees of freedom

in total.

Under the normalization of homogeneous coordinates, I mean normalization in

the underlying 3D space. If p = (x, y, w) is normalized, then x2 + y2 +w2 = 1. The

same holds for the normalized lines. Sometimes, lines are scaled so their normal

vector is normalized (a2 + b2 = 1), but this normalization cannot be used here. The

horizon can be the ideal line in the case of no projective distortion, so the line must

be normalized so a2 + b2 + c2 = 1. In this case qu = ku and qv = kv.

Although it is possible to solve the whole system of equations for all unknowns,

the problem can be split to much simpler parts. First of all, the two vanishing points

and the corresponding fans (or more precisely pencils) of lines can be detected almost
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independently. Second, it is possible to find the vanishing points first and then search

for the l(0).

Detection from the Parameter Space

Figure 5.4: Vanishing points and horizon of a grid in the image (left) and the
parameter (right) space. The lines (and their images) are incident with (the images
of) the vanishing points and approach (the image) of the horizon.

When the grid points and lines are mapped by PTLM F and a corresponding

LTPM F ′, the equations will be

Fpu(i, t) = Fp0 + stepu(i)Fu + tFv, (5.24)

F ′lu(i) = F ′l(0)u + stepu(i)F
′h. (5.25)

The situation in the parameter space is dual to the situation in the image space. In

the image space, the lines of the fan are incident (pass through) the vanishing point

and approach the horizon (in limit). In the parameter space, the images of lines are

incident (lie on) the image of the vanishing point and approach the image of the

horizon. The image of the horizon is the point, where images of both the vanishing

points intersect. This is illustrated by figure 5.4.

Because the vanishing points correspond to a line on which images of all lines

of the fan lie, any method for line detection can be used. The Hough transform is

usable, but requires slight tuning. Unfortunately, only a handfull of points is usually

detected in the first Hough transform. When the number of rasterized points is low,

the parameter space is filled only sparsely. When the number of voting curves that

intersect in a maxima is low, then that maxima can break to multiple separate
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intersections and therefore vanish completely. For the second Hough transform, it

is necessary to smoothen the parameter space or use methods like Fuzzy HT. The

convolution examined in Section 4.3 is suitable for this purpose.

The popular θ−̺ parameterization can be used for detection of the vanishing

point too. Contrary to the PTLMs, the image of a vanishing point is a (co)sinusoid

curve. If the vanishing points are sufficiently far from the origin, the vanishing

points can be detected as the lines in the parameter space. The precision and

possible pitfalls were mentioned in Chapter 3.

Calculation of Vanishing Points from Line Parameters

From the fact that all lines of the fan pass through the vanishing point, it is clear that

the vanishing point can be detected directly from the line parameters. Theoretically

only two lines are required for the localization of the vanishing point, but due to the

errors and imprecisions (imprecisely detected lines and false detections) the lines of

the fan do not intersect in one point. Aditionally, small error in the angle of the

detected lines can lead to a large error in the vanishing point location, because when

the projective distortion is small, the vanishing points lie almost in infinity.

It is possible to use RANSAC to find the best pair of lines, or at least to remove

the most significant outliers. The vanishing point can be found from all lines as a

solution of an overspecified system of equations. Given a set of lines {l1, . . . , lN},

the vanishing point v can be found by solving equation

LvT =













l1
...

lN













vT = 0T , (5.26)

which just means that every line passes through the point v. When there are more

than two lines, the system is overspecified (has more equations than unknowns).

Of course, because of imprecisely detected lines, no accurate solution exists. The

vanishing point must be found as a least square error solution or in a similar manner.

In the abc-space (see Section 3.1), the vanishing points correspond to the hy-
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perplanes through the origin. This is the geometrical meaning of equation (5.26).

The vanishing point can therefore be found by hyperplane fitting, for example by

uncentered PCA. By eigendecomposition of the correlation matrix

C =
(

lT1 . . . lTN
)













l1
...

lN













, (5.27)

three principal components are found. The component with the least variance (eigen-

value) is the hyperplane normal and a good approximation of the desired vanishing

point.

Fan Fitting

When the vanishing points u and v of the grid are detected, it is possible to calculate

the horizon

h = u× v. (5.28)

If the step function has the form

step(i) = f(i) + q, (5.29)

such as (5.21) it is possible to use l(0) that is not actually a line of the fan. Almost

any line through the vanishng point is usable. A line through the center of the image

is a possible choice. Using step function (5.21), a fan of an uniform grid is

l{u,v}(i) = normalize(o× {v,u}) + (ki+ q)normalize(u× v) (5.30)

The normalization again uses an ℓ2 norm of the underlying vector space.

For each imprecisely detected line l(i) it is possible to solve this overspecified

system to find the value of (ki+ q).

For the solution of the system, it is possible to adapt the technique used in my

ray-triangle intersection test [26] i.e. construction of a reciprocal basis of a vector
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subspace [11]. The
”
first“ line and the horizon are the basis of a vector subspace.

The reciprocal basis can be constructed as

n = l(0) × h, (5.31)

lr =
h× n

n · n , (5.32)

hr =
n× l(0)

n · n . (5.33)

Using the reciprocal first line lr and horizon hr, the value of (ki+q) of a line l(i)

is

(ki+ q) =
hr · l(i)
lr · l(i)

. (5.34)

The values k and q can be then found by linear regression after clustering of the

detected lines to get its indices i.

5.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a formal description of an perspectively projected grid such as

a checkerboard. The necessary tools for its localization in an image were described.

This chapter serves as an extended example and a motivation for the theoretically

oriented previous chapter. The theorems from Chapter 4 are directly applicable and

simplify many parts of the grid detection.

This whole chapter is only a minor part of a large ongoing work done by me and

my colleagues. This work applies to camera localization, augmented reality and to

other application areas such as advanced user interfaces, integration of mobile and

desktop UIs, etc.
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Chapter 6

Hardware Acceleration of Line

Detection by Hough Transform

The classical θ-̺ Hough transform was implemented on graphical hardware by Diard

[10] and Fung et. al. [19, 18], but the common graphical APIs can not directly

rasterize sinusoid curves. Fung’s implementation rasterizes the sinusoid curve as

a polyline and Diards implementation rasterizes several quads, that span larger

portion of the parameter space.

The family of point-to-line mappings seems therefore to be suitable for hardware

accelerated Hough transform, because rasterization of lines is a widely supported

graphical operation. Another way could be through the GPGPU capabilities of

modern graphical hardware that allows acceleration of almost any parallel algorithm.

With my colleagues, I tried and compared both ways. We used OpenGL to ac-

celerate our parallel coordinate based Hough transform [13]. Using GPGPU API

CUDA, we accelerated the Hough transform with PClines and classical θ-̺ param-

eterization and compared the results [34, 25].

6.1 General Considerations

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the edge orientation can be used to reduce the modified

portion of the parameter space for every edge point. O’Gorman and Clowes [45]
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improved the basic θ-̺ parameterization with their idea of not accumulating values

for all discretized values of θ, but for a single value of θ, instead. The appropriate

θ for a point can be obtained from the gradient of the detected edge present at this

point [50]. With the T S parameterization, the approach is similar.

One common way to calculate the local gradient direction of the image intensity

is by using the Sobel operator. The Sobel kernels for convolution are

Sx = (1, 2, 1)T (1, 0,−1) , (6.1a)

Sy = (1, 0,−1)T (1, 2, 1) . (6.1b)

Using these convolution kernels, two gradient values Gx and Gy can be obtained for

any discrete location in the input image. Based on these, the gradient’s direction is

θ = arctan

(

Gy

Gx

)

. (6.2)

The line’s inclination in the slope-intercept parameterization m-b is related to θ:

m = − tan
1

θ
. (6.3)

The slope m of line ℓ defines the u coordinate of the line’s image ℓ in the T S space:

u = d/(1 −m) for S space and u = −d/(1 + m) for T space. When ℓ is in the S

space,

uS = d
1

1−m
= d

1

1 + tan θ−1
= d

Gy

Gx +Gy
(6.4)

and similarly in the T space

uT = d
Gy

Gx −Gy
. (6.5)

The u coordinate can be expressed independently of the location of ℓ as

u = d
Gy

Gx + sgn(Gx)|Gy |
. (6.6)

It should be noted that contrary to the “standard” θ-̺ parameterization, no gonio-

metric operation is needed to compute the horizontal position of the ideal gradient
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in the accumulator space. In order to avoid errors caused by noise and by the dis-

crete nature of the input image, accumulators within a suitable interval [u− r, u+ r]

around the calculated angle (or more precisely u position) are also incremented. That

– unfortunately – introduces a new parameter of the method – radius r (unrelated to

bounded regions from previous chapters). However, experiments show that neither

the robustness nor the speed is affected notably by the selection of r (except for the

extreme cases).

The dependency of u on θ is not linear and thus the radius should vary for

different u. However, the sensitivity of the algorithm to the radius is very low and

the dependency is “close to linear” (see Figure 6.1), so in practice, we set a constant

“radius” in the u coordinate in the same way it is set for θ – experiments show that

this does not cause any measurable error.

 0
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Figure 6.1: Dependency of u on θ: non-linear, but close to linear, so the error in the
“radius” is small and acceptable.

6.2 Acceleration of Hough Transform by Graphical APIs

Point-to-line mappings are especially suitable for Hough transform implementation

on contemporary graphical hardware because of its capabilities for fast rasteriza-

tion of line segments. The implementation is simple and straightforward, especially

on hardware that supports DirectX 10, OpenGL 3 and higher. The original im-
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plementation by me and my colleagues [13] uses line parameterization by parallel

coordinates, but the approach can be simply generalized for any convolvable PTLM

pair.

Overall Structure of the OpenGL Line Detector

The line detection is performed by subsequent steps that render to texture. The

first step is an optional preprocessing step. Currently, it only converts a color image

to grayscale. The output of this stage is a texture with one 8bit channel (GL RED8).

The following stage performs edge detection, line rasterization and accumula-

tion of the parameter space. The main part is done by the geometry shader that

evaluates the sobel operator and emits a line strip. The accumulation is performed

by the blending hardware via additive blending. The output of this is one channel

float texture (GL R32F). Unfortunately, this format is not commonly supported, so

alternatively the output is GL RGB32F.

The last stage is detection of local maxima and calculation of the line parameters.

This is also done by a geometry shader that compares the value of each pixel of the

parameter space with maxima of its neighborhood and optionally returns the line

parameters via the transform feedback.

The maxima detection requires multiple texture fetches for reading of the local

neighborhood. Currently, the neighborhood is from 3 × 3 to 7 × 7 pixels. The

calculation of a local maxima can be implemented separetely by two passes. The

first pass calculates local maxima only for rows (or columns). The subsequent pass

merges these rows. For the neighborhood N × N , the difference is N + N texture

fetches per image pixel compared to N2. Unfortunately, the implementation must

deal also with multiple equal values in the neighborhood. Therefore, the first pass

must return two channel texture with maxima of pixels left and right from the

current pixel.

Although the separable maxima detection looked promising in theory, in practice

it performed worse than the simple detection even for the large 7× 7 neighborhood.

The cost of GPU state switch was higher than the gain from an O(N) contrary
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to O(N2) algorithm. One of the reasons may be the fact, that texture fetches are

cached and the access pattern was strictly regular.

Feature Detection by Geometry Shader

The Hough transform algorithm for line detection contains feature detection at two

places. The first one is the detection of edge points in the input image and the

second one is the detection of maxima in the parameter space. Both have similar

structure.

The geometry shader (GS) present on a DirectX 10/OpenGL 3.x hardware can be

easily used for feature detection. A scanning window approach can be emulated by

invoking one instance of the GS for every position in the image. The output of the GS

can be further rasterized or stored to memory via transform feedback. Because every

instance of the GS can emit 0 · · ·N primitives, it is no longer necessary to perform

any compaction of a sparse result. This was necessary in early days of GPGPU,

because the output was possible only through the framebuffer. It is possible to read

almost an unlimited area of the texture in one instance of the geometry shader,

therefore complicated processing is possible.

To invoke the geometry shader for every pixel, geometry instancing was used.

The geometry instancing allows to draw a single piece of geometry multiple times by

one draw call. The instances are distinguished by a builtin variable gl InstanceId

in the vertex shader. Another builtin variable gl VertexId specifies the id of the

vertex inside the piece of the drawn geometry. When the image size is w × h, w

points are drawn in h instances. Then the geometry shader is executed for every

image pixel and the (gl VertexId, gl InstanceId) pair determines the position in

the image. In DirectX, the system values SV VertexID and SV InstanceID can be

used for the the same purpose.

While drawing without any vertex attribute is allowed by OpenGL specification,

older AMD drivers did not render correctly. Suprisingly, the version with vertex id

passed via VBO was faster even on Nvidia hardware.
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Accumulation of PTLM results

The accumulation can be implemented by additive blending. The output of the

geometry shader for edge detection is a three-point line strip that is rasterized to

the T S space. When d = 1 and the image is scaled, the size of the T S space

directly corresponds to the Normalized Device Coordinates from OpenGL. The u

coordinates of the points are fixed {−1, 0, 1} and the v coordinates are based on the

input point coordinates (x, y).

Figure 6.2: Three vertices used for rendering two separate line segments. The middle
point Ax has its z-coordinate calculated as (1− r)/r, where r is the radius rendered
around the predicted u (this restricts r to be smaller than d). The depths of vertices
A−y and Ay are calculated according to the required lengths of the line segments.

When the detected edge gradient direction is taken into account, the algorithm

becomes only slightly complicated. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the ge-

ometry shader that performs the edge detection and emits the line segments for the

rasterization to the parameter space. Based on the orientation of the edge, two or

three vertices are emitted. Although the T S space is a plane, three dimensional

space is involved (lines 14-23). The third coordinate is used in one special case

illustrated by Figure 6.2. It is the situation which occurs if the rendered part of

the polyline around the estimated u is outside of interval [−d, d]. Such a situation

results in the necessity of rendering two separate lines. Instead of calculating all four

endpoints of the lines, only three vertices are emitted with different z-coordinates

and the back clipping plane of the OpenGL view frustum is used to clip the polyline.
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This trick can not be used when the rasterized portion of the line is larger than 50%

of the parameter space width, but this is of no practical concern.

Algorithm 2 Geometry Shader for Accumulation Using Edge Orientation

Require: Image I with dimensions W,H, radius r and d=1
Ensure: Accumulator space S
1: for all x ∈ {1, . . . ,W}, y ∈ {1, . . . ,H} do
2: Gx = (I ∗ Sx)(x, y)
3: Gy = (I ∗ Sy)(x, y)

4: u =
Gy

Gx + sgn(Gx)|Gy|
5: if G2

x +G2
y > τ then

6: uL = u+ r, uR = u− r
7: if uL <= 0 ∧ uR <= 0 then

8: emit vertex (uL, uL(y + x) + x, 0)
9: emit vertex (uR, uR(y + x) + x, 0)

10: else if uL >= 0 ∧ uR >= 0 then

11: emit vertex (uL, uL(y − x) + x, 0)
12: emit vertex (uR, uR(y − x) + x, 0)
13: else if uL < −1 ∨ uR > 1 then

14: if uL < −1 then

15: uL = uL + 2
16: end if

17: if uR > 1 then

18: uR = uR − 2
19: end if

20: z = (1− r)/r
21: emit vertex (−1,−y, (z(1 + uR)− 1)/uR)
22: emit vertex (0, x, z)
23: emit vertex (1, y, (1 − z(1 − uL))/uL)
24: else

25: emit vertex (uL, uL(y + x) + x, 0)
26: emit vertex (0, x, 0)
27: emit vertex (uR, uR(y − x) + x, 0)
28: end if

29: end if

30: end for

6.3 Combined Accumulation and Detection with Slid-

ing Window

When GPGPU API such as CUDA or OpenCL is used, the rasterization of sinusoid

curves is possible. However, due to the architecture of the contemporary GPUs, the
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classical accumulation process is not efficient.

The classical Hough transform accesses sparsely a relatively large amount of

memory. On some systems, such a large random-access read-write memory might be

expensive or even not available at all. Even on systems with such memory, the sparse

access can diminish the effect of caching. On CUDA and similar architectures, this

effect is even more significant, as the global memory is not cached. To achieve real-

time performance, the memory requirements must be limited to the shared memory

of a multiprocessor (typically 16 kB).

Often, maxima in the parameter space are detected only locally from a small

neighborhood. In such a case, the rest of the parameter space is not required even

to exist at all. In our previous work [34], we presented a modified Hough transform

that slides the parameter space by a window large enough for maxima detection but

small enough to fit in the available memory. This modification was used for θ-̺ and

the PClines parameterizations, but only the PClines version will be described. The

θ-̺ version is very similar.

Algorithm 3 shows the modified Hough transform accumulation procedure. The

key difference from the standard approach to accumulation is the actual size of the

Hough space actively used at a time. The new algorithm stores only n×(vmax−vmin)

accumulators, where n is the neighborhood size required for the maxima detection.

Values vmin and vmax define the discretization of the Hough space in the v axis;

vmax− vmin is the resolution in this axis. The umin and umax are the borders in the

u axis, respectively.

First, the detected edges are stored in a set P (line 1). Then, first n columns of

the Hough space are computed by lines 2–7. The memory necessary for containing

the n columns is all the read-write random-access memory required by the algorithm;

even for high resolutions of the Hough space, the buffer of n columns fits easily in

the shared memory of the GPU multiprocessors.

S(i, v) is the discretized accumulator space – a buffer which is zeroed (lines 2

and 14), incremented (lines 5 and 16) and searched for maxima (line 10). Function

v(u, x, y) computes the v coordinate based on the u coordinate and the point to be
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Algorithm 3 HT accumulation strategy using a small read-write memory.

Require: Image I sized W ×H, neighborhood size n
Ensure: Detected lines L = {ℓ1, . . . }
1: P ← {(x, y) ∈ {1, . . . ,W} × {1, . . . ,H}| at (x, y) is an edge in I}
2: S(i, v)← 0,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},∀v ∈ {vmin, . . . , vmax}
3: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
4: for all (x, y) ∈ P do

5: increment S(i, v(umin + i− 1, x, y))
6: end for

7: end for

8: L← {}
9: for u = umin + ⌈n2 ⌉ − 1 to umax − ⌈n2 ⌉ do

10: L← L ∪ {ℓ(u, v)|v ∈ {vmin, . . . , vmax}∧ at (⌈n2 ⌉, v) is a high local max. in S}
11: for i = 1 to n− 1 do

12: S(i, v)← S(i+ 1, v),∀v ∈ {vmin, . . . , vmax}
13: end for

14: S(n, v)← 0,∀v ∈ {vmin, . . . , vmax}
15: for all (x, y) ∈ P do

16: increment S(n, v(u+ ⌊n2 ⌋, x, y))
17: end for

18: end for

accumulated (x, y):

u ∈ T : v(u, x, y) =
(x− y)u

umax/2
+ y,

u ∈ S : v(u, x, y) =
(y − x)u

umax/2
+ x,

(6.7)

In the main loop (lines 9–18), for every column of the Hough space the max-

ima are detected (line 10), the accumulated neighborhood is shifted by one column

(lines 11–13), and a new column is accumulated (lines 14–17); please refer to Fig-

ure 6.3 for an illustration of the algorithm. Thus, only the buffer of n columns is

being reused. The memory shift can be implemented using a circular buffer of lines

to avoid data copying. Also, in the actual implementation, pixels of one column

follow each other in the memory; this can be viewed as if the image was transposed.

In the pseudocode, maxima are not detected at the edges of the Hough space

(i.e. when u /∈ {umin+ ⌈n2 ⌉− 1, . . . , umax−⌈n2 ⌉}). Eventual handling of the maxima

detection at the edge of the Hough space does not change the algorithm structure,

but it would unnecessarily complicate the pseudocode. Two solutions exist – either

copying the border data or rasterizing necessary parts of the lines outside the Hough
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space. Both approaches perform similarly and their implementation is straightfor-

ward.

On CUDA or OpenCL, the threads in a block can be used for processing the

set of edges P (lines 15–17 and 4–6) in parallel, by using an atomic increment of

the shared memory so as to avoid read-write collisions. In order to use all the

multiprocessors of the GPU, the loop on line 9 is broken into a number (e.g. 90

is suitable for current NVIDIA GeForce graphics chips) of sub-loops processed by

individual blocks of threads.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 6.3: Illustration of Algorithm 3. The gray rectangle represents the buffer of
n columns. For column 4, the above-threshold maxima are detected in each step
within the buffer. Then, the column 7 values are accumulated into the buffer, using
the space of column 2, which will not be needed in future processing.

The algorithm as described above uses exactly n× (vmax − vmin) memory cells,

typically 16-bit integer values. In cases where the runtime system has a higher

amount of fast random-access read-write memory, this memory can be used fully;

and instead of accumulating one column of the Hough space (lines 15–17 of the

algorithm), several columns are processed at a time, and more than one column is

searched for maxima by line 10. This leads to a further speedup by reducing the

number of steps carried out by the loop over u (line 9).

Harnessing the Edge Orientation

The approach for utilizing the detected gradient from section 6.1 can be incorpo-

rated into the new accumulation scheme presented here. When extracting the “edge
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points” for which the two lines are accumulated in the T S space (line 1 in Algo-

rithm 3), the edge inclination is also extracted:

1: P ← {(α, x, y)|x ∈ {1, . . . ,W} ∧ y ∈ {1, . . . ,H}

∧ at (x, y) is an edge in I with gradient slope α}.

Then, instead of accumulating all points from set P (lines 4–6), only those points

which fall into the interval with radius w around currently processed θ are processed

and accumulated into the buffer of n lines:

4: for all (α, x, y) ∈ P ∧ i− w < u(α) < i+ w do

5: increment S(i, v(i, x, y))

6: end for

and similarly for lines 15–17.

It should be noted that the edge extraction phase (line 1) can sort the detected

edges by their gradient inclination α, so that loops on lines 15–17 and 4–6 do not

visit all edges, but only edges potentially accumulated, based on the current u (line 9

of Algorithm 3). For (partially) sorting the edges on GPU, an efficient prefix sum

can be used [23].

6.4 Performance Evaluation

In the papers [13, 25, 34], the performance of the hardware accelerated line detectors

was evaluated both on synthetic and on real-life images.

In this test, four implementations were compared.

• A software implementation of the PClines based on a Hough transform im-

plementation taken from the OpenCV library1, parallelized by OpenMP and

slightly optimized.

• The OpenGL implementation of PClines (PClines-OpenGL) as described in

section 6.2.

1http://opencv.willowgarage.com
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• A CUDA implementation of the standard θ-̺ parameterization (ThetaRho-

CUDA) as described in section 6.3.

• A CUDA implementation of the PClines (PClines-CUDA) as described in

section 6.3.

The following hardware was used for testing (in bold face is the identifier used

later on in this text):

GTX480 – NVIDIA GTX 480 in a computer with Intel Core i7-920, 6GB 3×DDR3-

1066(533MHz) RAM;

GTX280 – NVIDIA GTX 280 in a computer with Intel Core i7-920, 6GB 3×DDR3-

1066(533MHz) RAM;

HD5970-1 – AMD Radeon HD5970 (single core used) in a computer with Intel

Core i5-660, 4GB 3×DDR3-1066(533MHz) RAM;

HD5970-2 – AMD Radeon HD5970 (both cores used) in a computer with Intel

Core i5-660, 4GB 3×DDR3-1066(533MHz) RAM; and

i7-920 – Intel Core i7-920, 6GB 3×DDR3-1066(533MHz) RAM – the same com-

puter is used for testing the GTX480 and GTX280.

Results on Syntetic Images

The synthetic images (illustrated by Figure 6.4) were generated as black and white

images with the resolution of 1600 × 1200. The images were generated in the same

way as the images for the precission comparison in the Section 3.7. First, L random

lines was rasterized (as 8-connected lines) and then, the images were distorted by P

noise pixels. Each noise pixel inverted the value at a random location. The images

1–6, 7–12, 13–18, 19–24, 25–30, 31-36 are generated with L = 1, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150

respectively, with increasing P = 1, 3000, 6000, 9000, 12000 for each L. The size of

the parameter space was 1170 × 960 and the threshold for the local maxima in the

parameter space was 400 votes.
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Figure 6.4: Examples of synthetic images used for the performance test.

Figure 6.5 shows the performance of all implementations. It is clear that the GPU

implementations outperform the CPU implementation by an order of magnitude. To

compare different GPUs, Figure 6.6 omits the CPU implementation.
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Figure 6.5: Performance evaluation on generated data.
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Figure 6.6: Performance evaluation on generated data. Only the hardware-
accelerated methods are shown here for better clarity.

Results on Real-Life Images

The dataset of real life images is illustrated by Figure 6.7. The images contain

”
linear“ object such as buildings, bridges or railroad tracks. The size of the images

vary from 550× 733 to 3359× 2236 pixels. In the Figure 6.7, the images are ordered

by increasing number of edge pixels.

As for the Figures 6.5 and 6.6, Figure 6.8 shows the performance of all imple-

mentations and the Figure 6.9 omits the CPU implementation to better show the

differences between various GPUs.

Summary

On current graphics chips the performance of the sliding window algorithm perform

equally fast for both θ−̺ and the PClines line parameterization (it should be noted

that in Figures 6.9 and 6.6 their curves totally overlap). On special, embedded, and

low-power architectures the PClines-based version may perform much better or can

be the only feasible one. That is because it requires no floating-point computations
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Figure 6.7: Real-life images used for the performance test.

and no goniometric functions (which are cheaply available on the GPUs). The

only advantages of the PClines-based algorithm on GPU is, therefore, its better

accuracy (section 3.7, [14]) and its ability to directly detect parallel lines and sets

of lines coincident with one point.

Figures 6.9 and 6.6 show that on the pre-Fermi NVIDIA card (GTX280), the

OpenGL version of the PClines-based Hough transform performs better than CUDA.

That is because the atomic increment operation (atomicInc) in the shared memory

is not optimized on this generation of the graphics chips. Very good results also

come from recent Radeon graphics chips (with the OpenGL version).

The Fermi architecture (compared to the previous generation) speeded up the

algorithm in the OpenGL version just the amount which can be expected from the

increase in the number of the streaming multiprocessors. However, the CUDA ver-

sion presented in this paper speeded up notably more (about 4 times) on the Fermi

architecture. This can be explained by the improved atomic operations in the shared

memory, involving the new design of the L2 cache on the GTX480 [44]. Attribution

of the performance boost between the GTX280 and GTX480 to the atomic instruc-

tions was verified by running the algorithm with the non-atomic equivalents of the

increment/add instructions. Such a modified program achieved a speedup corre-
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Figure 6.8: Performance evaluation on real-world images (see Fig. 6.7) using the
Sobel operator and only accumulating an interval on the u axis (Section 6.1).

sponding to the number of processing cores on the graphics boards. The atomic

instructions are used in both the edge extraction and sorting phase and in the phase

of accumulation into the Hough space. Therefore, the implementation of our al-

gorithm uses the atomic instructions heavily and the improvement present in the

Fermi architecture is beneficial.

For weaker graphics chips (low-power, mobile, etc.), the OpenGL version of the

PClines-based algorithm might be the right choice.

Figures 6.9 and 6.6 also show that the OpenGL algorithm (section 6.2, [13])

scales well on the dual-core graphics card Radeon HD5970. When executed on

both the cores, the speed is almost doubled compared to the single-core version. A

comparable scaling is achieved also on the CUDA version of the algorithm. However,

on CUDA the problem must be “manually” divided into an appropriate number of

blocks within the kernel.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this work, I summarized the Hough transform and its usage for detection of

straight lines. The main theme were the line parameterizations with focus on their

subset – the Point to Line Mappings. A new parameterization (PClines), that

belongs to this group was introduced.

The hough transform was described as a modified integral transform and the

relationships with other common integral transforms were analyzed. The most im-

portant integral transforms, that relate to the Hough transform are the Radon and

Fourier transform.

I summarized most of the line parameterizations used with the Hough transform.

Selected parameterizations were compared with respect to the precision of the de-

tection. In this comparison, the new PClines parameterization seems to be the most

precise one. For some line slopes, it is similarly precise to the most commonly used

θ-̺ parameterization and outperforms it for the rest.

For the PTLMs, I extended Bhattacharya’s work by finding conditions under

which the PTLMs can be used for line detection, i.e. the conditions under which

a pair of PTLMs can describe all lines in an image. I also found the subset of

PTLMs for which a 2D convolution in an image space can be transformed to a 1D

convolution in the parameter space.

With colleagues, I provided a realtime line detector that uses GPU implemen-

tation of the HT. Two variations were implemented. One uses the renderig API
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OpenGL and its geometry shaders. This implementation is very simple and straight-

forward, due to the convenience of PTLMs. The other uses GPGPU API CUDA.

While it is more complex, it allows the use of non-PTLM parameterizations. The

performance of both implementations was tested on synthetic and real-life images.

Both implementations allow realtime detection in full HD images on common graph-

ical hardware. The CUDA implementation is slightly faster on the same hardware,

but more complex.

As an application of the line detection, this work describes the detection of

checkerboard-like patterns. Two aspects of this detection are examined in detail.

First, the mathematical description of a perspectively projected checkerboard or

more specifically its edge lines, was derived. Second, the behavior of the checker-

board lines was examined, when the lines were detecter using HT with PTLM line

parameterization. This work is a part of a marker detection code that will be used

for the applications of augmented reality.
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